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FROM THE SHOP FLOOR

Editorial: Dear Reader
This year, the Labour History Project’s special theme is
pay equity and equal employment opportunity. It seemed
only fitting on the 125th anniversary of New Zealand
women’s suffrage and in the aftermath of the Service and
Food Workers’ Union (now E tū) and Kristine Bartlett’s
very successful equal pay for equal work case. This case
won significant pay rises for low-waged, predominantly
working-class women, a significant number of whom are
migrant workers. It also put the “gender pay gap” firmly
on the political agenda. At our AGM in July and in this
Bulletin, we put the history of the “gender pay gap” into
conversation with other barriers to employment and fair
wages, and we explore past and present campaigns to
address intersecting structural inequalities, and efforts
for change.
In “News” we have the latest on Ministry of Justice
strikes and a round-up of Suffrage week events. “Recent
and Current Research” showcases 25 new Dictionary of
New Zealand Biography entries on a range of amazing
New Zealand women and reproduces the biography of
activist Rona Bailey. The first feature article, Kassie
Hartendorp’s “Utu, Capitalism and Wage Justice” is
based on her AGM talk and goes to the heart of the
matter: we cannot address wage justice without
considering how capitalism undermined and unravelled
reciprocal exchange based on mana and whakapapabased collective relationships. Lyndy McIntyre’s “Wage
Justice for the Lowest Paid,” also an AGM talk, puts the
spotlight on cleaners, and shows why the Living Wage
Movement is so necessary and so successful. Beginning
in 1893, Cybèle Locke takes a “long view,” exploring the
histories of campaigns for equal pay, paralleling the
experiences of M āori and P ākehā women up until the
present day.
Linda Hill, representing “Campaign for Equal Value,
Equal Pay,” unpacks the barriers to achieving pay equity
in the current Equal Pay Amendment Bill before
parliament. Submissions on the bill are due by 28
November 2018, and Hill’s piece is a must-read for those
wanting to make submissions. Lawyer Tania Te Whenua
explores the Mana Wahine Kaupapa Inquiry under way,
which addresses the greater inequalities faced by M āori
women. It is reprinted from the PSA’s Working Life, July
2018. Linda Hill lays out the labour market statistics that
support the Mana Wahine claim.

Margaret Ledgerton takes us back to the Employment
Equity Act 1990 and the Department of Labour’s Pay and
Employment Equity Unit and Five Year Plan of Action
2005–2009, when job evaluation systems were introduced
to implement pay equity. She argues these processes
need to be embedded in employment and workplaces
practices so they are “not swept away by fluctuations in
political power.” Hilary Stace considers the disabilities
wage gap, underpinned by a range of deep prejudices
experienced by disabled people inside and outside the
workforce. Transphobia in the workforce is explored by
Will Hansen who foregrounds the experiences of the
world’s first transsexual mayor and then first transsexual
Member ofParliament, Georgina Beyer.
Five incredible age-care workers, E tū delegates Nicole
Stewart, Etevise Ioane, Marianne Bishop, Rasela Mulitala
and Paongo Sione Tea-Havili, describe the joys of pay
equity but also how employers have cut costs,
undermining the pay equity settlement they campaigned
long and hard for. Eva Hartshorn-Sanders explores how
she came to champion gender equality as national
women’s officer and head office lawyer for the Post
Primary Principals’ Association and the importance of
knowledge and skills-sharing for people’s empowerment.
Lastly, Sue Shone reviews Jane Tolerton’s latest book But
I Changed All That: “First” New Zealand Women.
Thank you to all our contributors, editors and producers
for making this such a special issue ofthe Bulletin.
The Labour History Project Committee recently had their
annual planning meeting and decided on the special
theme for 2019: “Winning Ways.” The weekend, the
abolition of child labour, the eight-hour day, pay equity,
health and safety regulations, accident compensation,
guaranteed meal breaks, paid holidays, nuclear free New
Zealand. Some are rights we take for granted; others are
being eroded by neo-liberal policies; all were won in
struggles where trade unions and community allies took
a leading role. In 2019, we will look at the methods
unions and community organisations have utilised in
their struggles to improve the lives ofworking people.
Cybèle Locke, Emma Kelly, Ross Webb
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News and events

Ministry ofJustice Strike Action 19th September 2018
On Suffrage Day 2018, hundreds of staff of the Ministry
of Justice (MoJ) all over Aotearoa held a two-hour strike.
This was a historic occasion for a number of reasons: the
staff of the Justice Sector have rarely undertaken strike
action before, it was a beautiful sunny day in Wellington,
and most importantly a number of PSA members who
were involved had never been part ofstrike action before.
For PSA members in the lower North Island, led by
organiser Barbara Crozier, this meant a gentle approach,
explaining that strikes were not illegal, what the effect of
a strike could be, and of course why a strike was
important. Barbara’s approach was well received, with
members giving feedback to their delegates that they
could clearly see the reasons why industrial action was
necessary, and they felt comfortable with the approach
suggested by the PSA.
MoJ employees have been in negotiation with their
employers for a number of months, seeking to address
the gender pay gap at the Ministry (the gender pay gap
currently sits at 15 per cent), and to ensure safe
workloads and working environments for frontline court
staff and for family violence advisors and others who are
poorly paid but placed under huge emotional, physical
and psychological challenges by their everyday work
environment. Specific issues at MoJ include a proposed
reorganising of pay bands which would see some staff
positions enter a lower pay band, others be raised, but
overall a wider band width created which would mean in
reality that gaining incremental pay increases would be

an even slower experience than currently. The pay
increases offered by the Ministry have also been measly,
and the employer has continued to insist on
performance-based pay while the rest of the public sector
moves away from this.
PSA have been pushing MoJ hard for a new automatic
step increase in the pay scales, but this has been strongly
resisted. Meanwhile, the government decree that all
public servants will be on the living wage has meant a
pay increase for about 300 Ministry of Justice staff, but
does not mean that they are willing to declare themselves
a living wage employer.
On the day of the strike, those who began the hīkoi along
Lambton Quay with some trepidation soon blossomed
into enthusiastic activists, waving banners, chanting with
their fellow workers and singing along to various tunes.
Since the suffrage day strike, PSA members have
continued a “work-to-rule” and a ban on overtime.
Coupled with this, district courts across the country have
walked off the job in “lightning strikes,” quick industrial
actions with short notice aimed at disrupting the
operation of court sittings and bringing the Ministry back
to the bargaining table with a better offer. These proved
very successful. In late October, the Ministry sought an
injunction against the PSA to outlaw lightning strikes.
On November 5, the Employment Court upheld the
members’ right to hold lightning strikes. This is not just
a win for MOJ PSA members, but for all union members
across the country.
Above: Striking MoJ staffin Wellington. Image: Ross Webb.
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125 Years – 200 Events. Suffrage Week 2018
Wow, what a week! Events up and down the motu have
been held to mark the 125th anniversary of women’s
suffrage in Aotearoa New Zealand. On Suffrage Day,
Wednesday 19 September, 200 events were officially
notified. Probably many more took place, including the
many schools, worksites, bookclubs, etc, who had a
suffrage themed morning tea or assembly. History has
been painting the country purple, white and green.
The theme throughout has been one of celebrating this
remarkable moment in our history while also renewing
commitment to the goals ofequality and justice for all.
In Whanganui-a-Tara Wellington, events included a
breakfast opening of a new exhibition at Te Papa: Doing
it for Themselves: Women Fight for Equality/Te Tohe
mō ngā Take Wāhine (curated by Katie Cooper) and the
launch of Women Now. The Legacy ofFemale Suffrage (ed
Bronwyn Labrum) School students from the region
rubbed shoulders with Sue Bradford, Dames Fiona
Kidman and Jenny Shipley, Holly Walker, Tina Makereti
and many more.
At the Beehive that evening a very large gathering of
people were hosted by Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
and Acting Minister for Women Eugenie Sage. Students
from Porirua College, Anastastia Sirila, Rosetta Lopa and
Tiresia Fomai, sang; Emma Foy, paralympian and
feminist, spoke alongside Ardern and Sage. A moving
address from Mona-Pauline Mangakahia (great grand
daughter, by whangai, of Meri Te Tai Mangakāhia) and
presentation of a portrait of Meri Te Tai Mangakāhia by
the whanau, then followed. The portrait of Mangakāhia,
who spoke for women’s political rights in the
Kotahitanga Parliament in the early 1890s, will be a
permanent addition to Parliament Buildings.
Over the weekend 21-23 September, the Womens Studies
Association Pae Akoranga Wāhine in conjunction with
the Stout Research Centre, Victoria University of
Wellington, convened the ‘Feminist Engagements in
Aotearoa: 125 Years of Suffrage and Beyond’ conference
at the Pipitea campus of VUW. Barbara Brookes gave a
public lecture on the subject ‘The Power of the Purse’ to
a packed audience on Friday 21 September at the
National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Mataurānga o
Aotearoa.

The conference received a personal message, by video,
from Nicola Sturgeon, First Minister for Scotland, noting
the links between Scotland and New Zealand’s suffrage
campaigns—through Frances Parker the New Zealand
born and raised WSPU member whose medal is now in
Te Papa’s collection; the education systems, and the
inspiration given by New Zealand suffragists to
campaigners in Scotland.
Linda Waimarie Nikora (University of Auckland) and
Lizzie Marvelly (singer, songwriter, columnist) gave
splendid keynote addresses while a host of newer and
older presenters made for a packed and lively buzz of
sessions. Nikora spoke on ‘Margot and Makere’, tracing
the changing shape of growing up female in a world
M āori and P ākehā. Margot being Margot Roth after
whom the keynote was named, and Makere being
Nikora’s mother. Marvelly reflected on what is known
about Aotearoa New Zealand suffrage history and the
challenges for younger feminists, particularly hostility
expressed in social media. Historians were numerous,
coming from all around the country with projects
ranging from Colorado suffrage campaigns to early 20th
century women architects, to service workers’ union
organising, to the 1919 representation moment, and
much more. A full programme can be seen here:
http://www.wsanz.org.nz/
Beautfully bedecked cyclists in the Kate Sheppard Ride
(Pouhere Taonga Heritage New Zealand and Wellington
Frocks on Bikes) went zooming past the windows where
the conference was meeting in the middle of a balmy
Wellington spring day!
I know members of NZHA and the Women’s History
network throughout the country will have their own
reports to make of many other events through the
week—and the 125th year. Tell us about them!
Whakatū wahine!
Charlotte Macdonald
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Current & recent research
New Entries in the New Zealand Dictionary of Biography
On the 19th of September, Suffrage Day, Manatū Taonga
Ministry of Culture and Heritage added twenty-five new
entries to the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography
(DNZB) to celebrate some of New Zealand’s most
influential women. “From social morality campaigner
Patricia Bartlett to transgender sex worker Carmen
Rupe,” reads the Ministry’s press release, “the new
biographies draw on diverse strands of women’s
experience in New Zealand.” In a blog post on Signposts,
Tim Shoebridge writes the following:
"These women came to prominence in their fields
between the 1940s and the 1970s. It would be impossible
for any group of 25 women to capture the complexity and
variety of the lives of New Zealand women, but we hope
this group will reflect some of the diversity of experience.
It would be hard to find two more contrasting lives than
those of social morality campaigner Patricia Bartlett and
transgender sex worker and nightclub entrepreneur
Carmen Rupe. The rest run the gamut from writers to
judges, community workers to scientists, broadcasters to
athletes, activists to actors."
One of the biographies, that of Rona Bailey (written by
Peter Franks), is reproduced below. Rona Bailey is of
importance to the Labour History Project as both an
activist and supporter of working-class struggles, and as
an active member of the Trade Union History Project
(now the Labour History Project). Today, the LHP hosts
the Rona Bailey Memorial Lecture in her honour, a
biennial public lecture looking at labour history in New
Zealand on themes relevant to Rona’s life and work.
This biography, written by Peter Franks, was first
published in the DNZB in 2018.

Bailey, Rona
1914–2005
Political activist, dancer, teacher
Rona Bailey was one of the most important figures on
the radical left in twentieth-century New Zealand. She
was a communist and an organiser of protest
movements, particularly against the Vietnam War,
apartheid and racism. Her beliefs also found expression
in her leading roles in the development of modern dance
and drama, as both a performer and an influential
teacher, and in the physical education movement of the
1940s.

Early life
Rona Stephenson was born on 24 December 1914 in
Whanganui, the daughter of Catherine Sara Picken and
her husband, Isaac Stephenson. Rona’s mother was a
French scholar who was talented in music and painting.
Her father, a Yorkshire miner, had little formal
education but a strong entrepreneurial drive. In 1921 he
opened a footwear shop in Gisborne, where he and
Catherine built a successful business.
From her mother, Rona got her lifelong cultural
interests; from her father, her energy and determination.
She had a comfortable middle-class upbringing and was
head prefect at Gisborne High School. In 1926 her
parents travelled overseas and Rona stayed with Jessie
Picken, her maternal aunt, in Christchurch. Jessie, a
teacher, had a strong influence on Rona, telling her ‘that
there was something wrong in the world with the haves
and the have-nots’. Her parents, on the other hand,
aspired to be part ofrespectable society.
Rona trained as a teacher at Auckland and Christchurch
training colleges. A keen sportswoman, she was pass-
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ionate about basketball (now netball). She captained
Poverty Bay, played for Auckland and Canterbury, and in
1936 was selected for a New Zealand team that was
expected to tour Australia the following year but went in
1938 after Rona had gone to the United States.

Studies in the United States and political radicalisation
Rona used a bequest from Jessie Pickens to study
physical education at the University of California at
Berkeley (1937–8) and Columbia University in New York
(1938–9). There was an upsurge of radicalism during
Rona’s time in the United States, and this marked the
beginning of her lifelong commitment to improving
society by implementing socialist ideals. She befriended
Adele Carlson, whose husband, Evans Carlson, was in
China with the communist Eighth Route Army. She met
fellow New Zealanders James Bertram and Ian Milner at
a fundraiser for China’s resistance to Japan. She had a
short relationship with Archie Williams, an African
American athlete, and experienced the venom of racism
first hand. She was deeply influenced by witnessing a Ku
Klux Klan rally and hearing a speech by American labour
leader Harry Bridges.
Rona’s growing political consciousness was expressed
through her growing interest in dance and theatre. She
took an interest in the radical theatre fostered by the
Federal Theatre Project, part of Franklin Roosevelt’s New
Deal. She also studied dance as part of her physical
education training under leaders of the modern dance
movement: Doris Humphrey, Martha Graham, Charles
Weidman and Louis Horst. Rona embraced the modern
dance movement, considering it ‘far removed from the
artificiality of the classical ballet’ and focused on real
people and political and social themes. These interests
would find full expression when she returned to New
Zealand.

The Physical Education Branch
Returning to New Zealand in March 1939, Rona briefly
taught physical education at Woodford House, a private
girls’ school in Havelock North, before joining the new
Physical Welfare Branch of the Department of Internal
Affairs. The Branch was part of the Labour government’s
policy of improving New Zealanders’ health by
encouraging greater participation in sport and physical
education. One of six physical welfare instructors, she
was based initially in Hamilton (1939–43) and later in
Wellington (1943–52) as Senior Women’s Officer. Her
role involved developing physical training programmes

and training local leaders and instructors. She
incorporated modern dance techniques from the United
States into the programmes, and into the curriculum at
Wellington Teachers’ Training College.
During her Wellington years Rona was active in the
Public Service Association, and was elected president of
its women’s committee and a women’s representative on
the executive. She was part of the women’s committee’s
campaign for equal pay for women public servants.

Theatre, the Communist Party, and marriage
Rona revived her interest in political theatre on her
return to New Zealand, joining the left-wing People’s
Theatre in Hamilton and subsequently the Unity Theatre
in Wellington. In Wellington, the Unity Theatre’s
secretary, Henry Martin, recruited her to the Communist
Party of New Zealand. The party was in its heyday. The
heroism of the Soviet people in the Second World War
drew many people to socialism. A striking, energetic and
vivacious redhead, Bailey stood out in the largely male,
largely working-class party; some people thought she
would not last the distance.
She married Ronald Lindley (Ron) Meek, a fellow
communist and one of the People’s Theatre’s founders,
in Hamilton on 22 December 1942. They divorced in
December 1944. Another communist prominent in Unity
Theatre was the trade unionist and taxi driver Reginald
John (Chip) Bailey. He and Rona fell in love and married
in Wellington on 15 June 1945.

The New Dance Group
Bailey was part of a political and cultural avant-garde,
informally based around the French Maid Coffee House
on Wellington’s Lambton Quay. Building on her
experiences in the United States, she worked closely with
Philip Smithells, the head of the Physical Education
Branch, and several others to form the New Dance Group
in 1945. The group, made up largely of physical
education students and teachers, used modern dance to
explore contemporary social and political themes. The
group ended in 1948 when Smithells moved to Dunedin.
In 1947 Rona visited Britain to study physical welfare.
She also attended the first World Festival of Youth and
Students in Prague, visited Hungary, worked on a Youth
Railway in Yugoslavia and interviewed the country’s
communist leader, Josip Broz Tito. She attended a Paul
Robeson concert in Panama on her way to Europe, and
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met the famous African American singer, actor and leftwing political activist afterwards. During Robeson’s New
Zealand concert tour in October–November 1960, Rona
and Chip Bailey helped organise meetings for him with
local trade unionists and peace activists.

1951 waterfront lockout
By the time Rona returned to New Zealand, the Cold War
had begun and there was growing hostility towards the
Communist Party. To complicate matters, Chip was
expelled from the party because of his independence of
mind, though Rona remained a member. Meg, their
daughter, was born in 1949.The Baileys played a very
active part in supporting the deregistered waterside
workers’ union during the 1951 waterfront lockout. They
were among a small group who secretly produced and
distributed pro-union leaflets that were illegal under the
National government’s emergency regulations. The
portable typewriter which Chip used to write the
watersiders’ regular bulletin was hidden in the Baileys’
flat (it is now held by Te Papa Tongarewa). It was an
exhilarating if exhausting time, that ended in the defeat
ofthe ‘wharfies’.
Music research
In 1952 Rona contracted tuberculosis and spent a year in
isolation recovering. While she was in hospital she began
researching New Zealand popular songs and ballads in
an effort to ensure their preservation. She contributed
her findings to several long-playing records of New
Zealand songs, and in 1967 published a book of lyrics in
collaboration with Bert Roth.
Death ofChip Bailey and changing career
After her recovery, Rona left Internal Affairs and became
national secretary of the Society for Closer Relations with
the USSR. In 1963 tragedy struck. Chip became seriously
ill with a brain tumour and died, aged 42. He was the
love of her life. She wrote, ‘we had everything in
common & a wonderful life together full of laughter, joy,
ups & downs … But most of all we had the party & the
working class.’
Needing paid employment, Rona resigned from the
society and became the part-time New Zealand
correspondent for the New China News Agency Xinhua.
She was elected to the national committee of the
Communist Party. These changes in her life coincided
with the Sino-Soviet split, in which the Communist Party
ofNew Zealand sided with China.

Vietnam War and expulsion from the Communist Party
The American war in Vietnam and New Zealand’s
support for it sparked a new protest movement in the
1960s. Bailey was a central figure in Wellington’s
Committee on Vietnam from 1965 to 1976, for much of
this time its treasurer. Her training in the Communist
Party made her an accomplished political organiser. She
strongly believed that communists should work
cooperatively with others of different political
persuasions to build a strong, united protest movement.
It was therefore ironic that the executive of the
Committee on Vietnam tried to expel her and other
communists in 1966 after a Communist Party leader
falsely boasted that the party was leading the anti-war
movement. A well-attended meeting defeated this move,
as much as anything because of the high personal
standing ofBailey and her comrades.
Bailey and other Communist Party members in
Wellington became increasingly uncomfortable with the
party’s leadership and its dogmatic ‘ultra-leftist’
positions. In 1970 the party leadership deregistered the
Wellington district and expelled Bailey, Jack Manson and
four other local leaders who were denounced as the
‘Manson/Bailey gang’. The radicalisation brought about
by the protest movements of the 1960s and 1970s led to
the formation of new communist organisations. Bailey
was a founding member of the Wellington MarxistLeninist Organisation in 1976 and the Workers’
Communist League of New Zealand in 1980, although
she did not seek leadership positions.
Rona left the Workers’ Communist League in 1985 after
coming to the conclusion that democratic centralism—the main organising principle of communist
parties—was wrong. It was an amicable parting and she
strongly defended ‘the initiative, the courage, the
dedication and sheer bloody hard work by the rank and
file of the Party and the majority of comrades, in their
struggle for justice and a new social order’.

Anti-apartheid and biculturalism
Rona became involved with protests against apartheid in
South Africa in the late 1940s. She participated in the
campaign against the 1960 All Black tour of South Africa
and in 1972 became treasurer of the National AntiApartheid Committee. For most of the 1970s, the antiapartheid movement was her full-time, unpaid job. Rona
was in the thick of the protests against the 1981 South
African rugby tour of New Zealand. Batoned by police in
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Molesworth St, Wellington, on 29 July 1981, she was one
of 15 communists and radicals named in a Security
Intelligence Service report which Prime Minister Robert
Muldoon used to smear the anti-apartheid movement.
After the tour, M āori challenged P ākehā in the antiapartheid movement to look over their shoulders at
racism in New Zealand. Bailey took this challenge very
seriously. She read about the history of the Treaty of
Waitangi, attended anti-racism courses and went through
a period of guilt about the injustices M āori had suffered.
Consciously trying to do something productive with her
new understanding, she became part of the organising
group of Project Waitangi, which was launched in 1985,
with government support, to educate P ākehā about the
treaty. Thousands of people attended anti-racism and
treaty workshops during the five years of the project’s
existence. Rona considered it one of the most productive
organisations she had worked in.

Theatre
Rona’s old love of dance and drama found a new outlet in
the 1960s. Nola Millar encouraged Rona to teach theatre
movement at the New Zealand Drama Council’s 1964
summer school, combining dance and theatre
techniques. The experience prompted Rona, Nola, and
Anne Flannery to pursue the establishment of the QEII
Arts Council Drama Training School (later the New
Zealand Drama School), which was opened in 1970
under Millar’s direction. Rona served as a tutor in
movement until her retirement in 1988, and influenced
several generations ofactors.
Rona also worked hard to promote biculturalism in the
theatre world. As a member of the collective of Taki Rua,
the M āori theatre company, she helped foster work by
M āori and Pasifika actors and dramatists. After retiring
as a tutor, Bailey was a member of the Drama School’s
board of trustees from 1989 to 1996. She pushed the
school to embrace a partnership with M āori, and it was
renamed Te Kura Toi Whakaari o Aotearoa: New Zealand
Drama School (or Toi Whakaari). Bailey took classes for
students on the treaty and encouraged measures to
attract more M āori and Pasifika students. She was proud
that at Taki Rua and Toi Whakaari she won the trust and
respect of M āori. Her significant contribution to theatre
in Wellington was recognised in the Chapman Tripp
Theatre Awards in 1996.

Private life
In the 1950s Bailey’s father gave her the money to build a
house, designed by the modernist architect Bill Toomath,
in Robieson St near the top of Wellington’s Mount
Victoria. From 1967 she had a private income from her
parents’ business. Her friend, the anti-apartheid activist
Trevor Richards, said she believed that while history was
there to be shaped, life was to be enjoyed. ‘When I first
met Rona she drove a classy little MGB … Her Roseneath
home, with its sweeping views of Wellington Harbour,
was to become a frequent venue, not only for antiapartheid meetings, but also for good food and wine, for
games of 500 … and for political debate.’ She archived the
records of a number of organisations and was active in
the Trade Union History Project (now the Labour History
Project), which was established in 1987 to foster trade
union and working-class history.
Rona Bailey died in Wellington on 7 September 2005 at
the age of 90, and was survived by her daughter. Her
death certificate gave her occupation as ‘Activist’. For
over 60 years she was a tireless worker for the cultural
and political causes she supported. She stuck to her
principles but was not dogmatic. Few other New Zealand
communists had the influence and credibility that she
enjoyed. She was much loved by her large circle of
friends for her generosity, loyalty and honesty.
EXTERNAL LINKS AND SOURCES
‘A Dissenting New Zealand, a seminar about the life ofRona Bailey’,
4 December 1993, OHC 11456, Alexander Turnbull Library.
Rona Bailey interview, 1995. New Zealand Drama School Oral History
Project, OHA-1546, Alexander Turnbull Library.
Bailey, Rona. ‘Telling the world “the other side ofthe story”’. In The big blue:
snapshots ofthe 1951 waterfront lockout. Ed. David Grant. Christchurch,
2012, pp.38–44.
Bailey, Rona, and Herbert Roth. Shanties by the way: a selection ofNew Zealand
popular songs and ballads. Christchurch, 1967.
Schultz, Marianne. ‘“Themes from an unfinished major work”:
the Wellington New Dance Group.’ Brolga 29, December 2008, pp.32–46.
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FEATURE ARTICLES

Utu, Capitalism and Wage Justice
Kassie Hartendorp
Ko Papatūānuku kei raro
Ko Ranginui kei runga
Ko ngā tangata kei waenganui
Tihei Mauri Ora!
Tēnā koutou katoa,
Kei te mihi ki a koutou ki ngā mana whenua, ki te whare
e tū nei, ki ngā ringawera me ngā kaihautū i tēnei pō.
Kei te mihi hoki au ki ngā pākeke, ki ngā tūpuna nō Te
Moana Nui a Kiwa o tēnei kaupapa.
I ihu mai au i whea?
I te taha o tōku matua, nō Engarani, no Kotarani, no
Itaria ahau.
I te taha o tōku whāea, ko Tararua te maunga, ko Hokio
te awa, ko Tainui te waka, ko Ngāti Raukawa te iwi, ko
Ngāti Pareraukawa te hapū.
I whakatipu ahau ki te Awakairangi me Whanganui.
Engari kei te noho au ki konei, i roto i Te Whanganui a
Tara.
Ko Kassie Hartendorp tōku ingoa.
Kei te mihi mahana ki a koutou katoa.
Kia ora everyone, my name is Kassie and it is a privilege
to be here talking about wage justice alongside Cybèle
and Lyndy. As mentioned, I descend from England,
Scotland, Italy and Ngāti Raukawa in Levin here in
Aotearoa. I grew up in Upper Hutt and Whanganui. I’ve
been living in Wellington for the past ten years and most
of this time I have been a youth worker especially
working with LGBTIQ young people. I recently made the
jump over to work in the union movement, particularly
as I was seeing young people exploited constantly, and
usually they had no idea about what unions were. At the
time of this talk, I was working with the Public Service
Association, supporting the Equal Pay Campaign for
Admin and Clerical Staff in District Health Boards
(DHBs). I'm now working as a Community Organiser for
the political campaigning organisation, ActionStation.
I’m also currently studying M āori Laws and Philosophy
at Te Wānanga o Raukawa which is a complete joy.
So while I have been working on an equal pay campaign,
when faced with this kaupapa of wage injustice, my mind
couldn’t help but wander. Because with any issue, I

believe it is important to grasp the very root of the
problem. And sometimes you think you have found the
root, but it’s just an offshoot, and you still have to dig
deeper and deeper. Until you’re a metre underground,
covered in soil, sweaty as all hell, and wondering what on
earth you’re gonna do with this massive, rotten, twisted
up, centuries old cluster in your backyard. So I am here
to present to you this cluster, in the hope that we may all
have a good look, and maybe take a decent chunk out of
it now or in the future.
To work backwards from this rotten clump, I thought
about what wages and economics looked like in Aotearoa
200 years ago. There were many forms of trade and
exchange pre-colonisation, but one that has always
captured my mind is utu—known as a form of reciprocal
exchange. It could look like gift exchange, compensation
or economic transactions. The theme that runs through
each understanding of utu, is that it involves reciprocal,
back and forth actions between parties, binding them
into a relationship—which could be positive, negative or
move between the two. The motivating force of utu is
mana: if you do not act or respond in a process of utu,
then you risk diminishing the mana ofboth parties.
The idea with utu is that you exchange something of
equal or more value. If it was gift exchange, it meant
bigger or more valuable gifts. If it was retribution, it was
a harsher act in response. Utu was a means of building
and maintaining strong relationships with other social
groups and it ensured a degree of social and economic
levelling. Coastal hapū and inland hapū may exchange
different resources such as kaimoana or tuna depending
on the season and location. When working well,
relationships of utu could provide in times of need.
Raymond Firth described the giving back in kind as a
“compulsion” rather than a choice—and we’ve possibly
all experienced times when there was no choice in giving
back!
Utu is a fine art of balance. Thinking of a set of scales, it
was always about rebalancing, but filling up the plate
more each time. As Joan Metge has written, ideally you
would never reach a state of complete balance. When you
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place more on one side, then you are in a constant state
of obligation. It is the imbalance which keeps the
relationship going—you are tied together through the
scales. To refuse to fill the scales in response, or to not
give an equal or greater amount, would stop the seesaw
effect, and effectively close the connection. When you
exchange money for an item at the supermarket, the
transaction is immediate. You hand over the money then
and there, or security will be straight on you. But with
utu, it is expected that there is a delay in exchanges. It
can be dictated by significant events, such as tangi, and
sometimes it can take years to come back again. For
example, one of my aunties speaks of the notebooks they
would keep when someone passed away. The family
would record every gift or koha that was given with the
knowledge that at some point in time, they would need to
return the gesture to each ofthose who gave.

you can’t find a job, you go to individual WINZ
appointments. You are always driven down to your most
individual. So it’s just you having an exchange of sorts
with your employer. If you think of the scales, you have
your amount that you are putting onto the plate. And it is
usually expected that a worker will give their labour, their
knowledge, their expertise, their connections, their
bodies, their minds and their spirits in their work. So
pop that on one side of the scales. On the other side, the
employer will only ever give back in lesser value. A
meagre wage. Some lucky workers might get bonuses or
great perks. But in order for a business to function, it
must always give the worker less than they deserve.
Because otherwise the business will eventually go under,
or it won’t create growth which is the aim of the business
world. It’s not personal, those are just the brutal rules of
capitalism—and even the nicest boss knows this.

So this is a glimpse into the way that economics and
exchange once worked in Aotearoa. Of course, with
colonisation came a new way of relating to one another,
and how we exchange goods and resources. In basic
terms, the introduction of capitalism meant that
individuals were forced to exchange their labour power
(their ability to work) with employers. That labour power
is turned into a sellable product or service known as a
commodity, and then the individual worker is paid a
wage or salary through the currency of money. However,
in order for capital to be created, and capitalism to exist,
that individual worker is never paid the accurate amount
ofthe real value that they put in for the employer.

So the scales between the worker and the employer are in
a constant state of imbalance. It’s like they are
permanently and systemically out of whack with the
employer up here, and the worker down here. There is
no reciprocal flow of resources or mana. It is stagnant, it
is frozen and it is deeply, deeply harmful. Even after just
one year of this kind of imbalance, you notice a
difference in what you are giving and receiving. What
your family is able to afford. After a decade, you will start
to see the signs of real imbalance. After a century, well,
you have created an entrenched form of absolute social
and economic inequality. And to me, this is the original
wage injustice of Aotearoa, and the world. This sustained
imbalance of the scales that has affected everyone since
capitalism became the main form of relationship and
exchange.

As an example: under the general rules of capitalism, a
weaver would not exchange their woven kete directly with
another individual or group (or even worse—to give it
away); instead, they would be expected to work for a
weaving business owner who owns the harakeke and any
materials/tools used to weave the kete. In exchange for
the kete, the weaver would receive a wage of money from
the business owner that they then use to pay for the costs
to survive. This would be an equal exchange if the wage
was the equivalent of the value of the kete, and how
much it is sold for. However, in order for capital to be
produced, the weaver must be paid less than the value of
the kete (including the tools and materials), so that the
business owner can reinvest and make a profit.
So firstly, this exchange is not done between whakapapa
or family-based groups. You have an individual contract
most of the time, you write your individual CV and when

Of course, another set of scales exists as well, as Ani
Mikaere and many mana wāhine authors have written
about: the balance between women and men has also
been tipped out with the arrival of colonisation. Our
original feminine and masculine figures—Papatūānuku
and Ranginui—actually began in a state of balance, with
Ani writing that “both men and women were essential
parts of the collective whole.” But with British laws that
treated women as chattels, the role and status of women
became diminished with colonisation. There has been a
rupture in this balance, meaning that even in our own
stories and tikanga, women have often become forgotten,
erased or stripped of their mana in ways that were not
aligned with our original teachings. All of this has had
impacts on wāhine M āori in the workplace and wider
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world. So when it comes to wage injustice, as many
intersectionality theorists argue, indigenous women
experience multiple imbalances—more so if they
experience other forms of discrimination as well. And
some of these historical imbalances are not as easily
redressed with equal pay campaigns.
It is hard to run a wage justice campaign that goes back
to the very roots of why we have inequality. It’s difficult
to package something like that up into a slogan or
banner—but until we address these deep harmful
imbalances, I fear that we are always going to be fighting
so hard for the band-aids, while living costs, rental costs,
everything costs continue to rise—and the very
underlying injustice has not been addressed. We must
get a living wage, and equal pay, and all of these changes
that help people in the now and the future. But my heart
still sits with the original wage injustice. It’s still sitting
with that twisted rotten cluster, knowing that no fine
landscaping job is going to cover it up, as it sits and
seethes, tainting any new garden bed that you try to grow.
But I’m hopeful right, because if we could once imagine
a social and economic system that was based on
relationships and reciprocity—if those values were able to
take seed and flourish in the past, is it so hard to create a
new system in the future?
“N āu te rourou, nāku te rourou, ka ora te manuhiri;
N āu te rākau, nāku te rākau, ka mate te hoariri.”
Ngā mihi mahana ki a koutou katoa.
N ō reira, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa.
A longer form ofthis discussion can be read at:
Kassie Hartendorp, “Utu and Capitalism: A Harmful
Imbalance,” Continuum (2018), DOI: 10.1080/10304312.
2018.1525917
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Wage Justice for the Lowest Paid
Lyndy McIntyre
A couple of Sundays ago, TVNZ ran a programme on the
working poor in Aotearoa. One story that really stood out
was that of Bella Walters, a 58-year-old M āori woman
cleaner on a few cents more than the minimum wage.
Nobody can have a decent life on this pay rate.
In-work poverty is our country’s shame. Campaigns for
wage justice are needed now more than ever before. For
too many New Zealand workers, work means slogging
your guts out in a tough job for as many hours as you can
on poverty pay rates. You are more likely to be a woman
worker, but you may be a male and, either way, you are
very likely to be M āori, Pacific or a new migrant. These
are the workers who most need wage justice in Aotearoa.
We will never achieve wage justice if the lowest paid are
left behind.
Right now, this evening, thousands of these workers are
starting work. They’re coming from Cannons Creek and
Naenae to clean the city while everyone sleeps. They’re
the “invisible army,” leaving their families and
substandard rentals, travelling in cars because there’s no
public transport to match their hours. Most have left a
bare fridge, a cold house and a pile of unpaid bills. For
many, their partners have worked all day cleaning, and
their meeting was a handover of their children. For
others the kids are home alone. If the car breaks down on
the way to work and there’s no money on the cellphone,
they risk getting the sack. A few years ago, when I was
working at the Service and Food Workers’ Union
(SFWU), I met hundreds of cleaners with the same
stories.
Many had campaigned for years for wage justice. After
nearly 20 years cleaning the Prime Minister’s office,
union activist and parliamentary cleaner Jane Ikurere
was working two jobs and 50 hours a week to make ends
meet. For her, a pay rise would mean money for food, to
heat her home, and to buy birthday presents for her
grandchildren.
Opposite, from top: Jane Ikurere;
Mareta Sinoti;
Wayne and Mohamed;
Charmaine Reihana.

Mareta Sinoti was also working two cleaning jobs,
including an all-night job at Parliament. She wanted to
buy rugby boots for her son, saying: “the hardest thing
about surviving on low pay is not enough money for
sports gear, school trips and all the things we need to
give our kids an equal chance.”
Why are cleaners’ wages so low and what is the path to
wage justice? It hasn’t always been this way. Before 1991
and the Employment Contracts Act, cleaners’ rates were
well above the minimum wage. There were penal rates
for night and weekend work. General costs were lower
and housing was affordable. This was a different world,
one with national awards and arbitration. In the mideighties commercial cleaners won a pay increase of
nearly 30 per cent in the Arbitration Court.
From 1991, cleaners’ rates spiralled down. Cowboy
contractors gutted pay, conditions and security, as
tendering became a race to the bottom. Cleaners could
lose their jobs every time a contract changed hands. For
the next 20 years the SFWU looked for new ways to win
wage justice. The Part 6A campaign, to ensure cleaners
kept their conditions when contractors changed, was
won. But while this fixed the security problem, it didn’t
fix low pay. Under the Helen Clark-led Labour
Government, the union won political support for an
agreement amongst key contractors promoting collective
bargaining and committing public sector clients to
choosing contractors who maintained industry wages
and standards. This collapsed when National was elected.
Then the union shifted focus from the contractor to
targeting the client and building leverage and community
power.
In 2011 the SFWU looked overseas to see what was
working. One strategy delivering big pay increases to lowpaid workers was building community alliances to target
wealthy corporates and public sector employers through
Living Wage campaigns. The New Zealand Living Wage
Movement was launched in 2012, with the aim of
building power in the community to win wage justice.
Six years later, thousands of workers have been lifted
from poverty pay rates as a direct outcome of that
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campaigning. There are now many Living Wage
campaigns across New Zealand. But perhaps the
campaign at Wellington City Council demonstrates best
how building community power can result in huge pay
increases for the lowest paid workers, those who are
employed via contractors.
E tū members Ann and Alana were both employed by a
contractor as cleaners at Wellington City Council. Ann
said: “We had to work long hours just to get the
necessities. We were squeezed into a tiny room, as we
couldn’t afford anything else. We never made ends
meet.”
After winning the living wage, Ann said: “We managed
to move into a two-bedroom place with more space for
our baby to play in. We are not living a life of luxury but
it just got better.”
Mohamed is a Somalian refugee, also employed by a
contractor to work at Wellington City Council. He says
the living wage has transformed his life and his wife can
care for their six children while he works. Wayne’s a
security guard, one of New Zealand’s lowest paid jobs.
He says the living wage has totally transformed his life.
The victories for wage justice for Wellington City
Council’s lowest paid workers could never have been won
through bargaining across the table with the contractors
directly. Everything that has been won in Living Wage
campaigns has been won by building community power.

the living wage. E tū member Eseta Ailaoa told workers
and community allies that this would make a massive
difference and at last she’d be able to save some money
to take her kids on a holiday. It’s too late for Jane Ikurere,
but it is her legacy. Mareta Sinoti is still in the core
public service cleaning the National Library. Her children
have grown up now, but it is also her legacy and the
legacy of thousands of cleaners who have tirelessly
campaigned for wage justice.
Building broad-based community power for wage justice
works. It is transforming the lives of low-paid workers
and their families and communities. But it requires solid
commitment from unions to work with allies across civil
society to build power, and solid commitments to turn
out their people to demonstrate that communities want a
fairer and better society, which includes wage justice for
the lowest paid.

Post script
On 1 September 2018 all directly-employed workers in
the core public service moved to the NZ living wage rate.
On 3 September 2018 Wellington City Council became
New Zealand’s first fully-accredited living wage council.
Lyndy McIntyre is a community organiser for the Living
Wage Movement Aotearoa NZ.

The Living Wage Movement has built on the local
government success with a massive win with central
government. In forums in the general election campaign,
political parties were challenged to commit to adopting
the living wage in the core public service, including for
contracted workers if they became government. That
commitment was won from the parties now in
government. This is huge for thousands of very low paid
workers contracted to the core public service. Already the
central government win is being delivered on. Directlyemployed workers in the core public service will move to
the living wage by 1 September. But the huge win will be
when the contracted workers move out of their current
poverty pay rates.
Last December we got a glimpse of what that looks like
when the Speaker, Trevor Mallard, announced the timeline for parliamentary cleaners and caterers to move to
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Suffrage 125—Unfinished Business:
Campaigns for Pay Equity and Equal
Employment Opportunity
Cybèle Locke
125 years ago New Zealand women gained the right to
vote in the settler parliament. By 1897, M āori women
could also vote and stand for Te Kotahitanga, a M āori
parliament established to govern M āori affairs. 1 In both
contexts, suffrage was seen as a first step. M āori women
and men wanted mana motuhake—self-determination
—as well as equal rights under British law, guaranteed by
Te Tiriti o Waitangi. P ākehā suffragists formed the
National Council of Women in 1896 to win a further
series of equal rights for New Zealand women. One of
those rights was equal pay, which receives attention here.
With a particular focus on M āori women, I consider how
racism intersected with sexism to make the gender pay
gap larger for M āori and Pacific women. Campaigns
were broadened from equal rate for the job to equal pay
for work of equal value and equal employment opportunity to address the complexity of issues involved. In
2013, the Employment Court found that cases for equal
pay for work of equal value could be made under the
1972 Equal Pay Act. But as we know, equal pay for work
of equal value is still being debated in Parliament and has
yet to be implemented across the workforce. This article
is informed by some amazing trailblazers in women’s
history, feminist economics and social policy, and I
acknowledge them across the text.
On 18 May 1893, Meri Te Tai Mangakāhia got up to
speak in the lower house of the M āori parliament—Te
Kotahitanga. Meri Te Tai was a woman of chiefly status,
of Te Rarawa, Ngāti Te Reinga, Ngāti Manawa and Te
Kaitutae descent. She was married to Hamiora
Mangakāhia, of Ngati Whanaunga, who was elected
premier of Te Kotahitanga in 1892. Meri Mangakāhia
petitioned for the right for women to vote and to be
members of the house: going a step further than the
contemporary aims of the P ākehā women’s suffrage
movement. She argued on the grounds that many M āori
women owned and administered their own lands, either
because they had no male relatives or because the women
were more competent. She claimed that although chiefs

had appealed to Queen Victoria over M āori problems,
M āori women had received no advantage from these
appeals, and suggested that the Queen might more
readily respond to representations by women. M āori
women landowners were concerned to protect their
rights. They saw the interests of P ākehā women
submerged in those of their husbands while M āori
women had always possessed the right to inherit land
and dispose of their interests in that land. This right had
been steadily undermined by European law and Meri
Mangakāhia did not wish the M āori parliament to
continue this process. 2
According to Leonie Pihama and Tania Rei, M āori
women won the vote in this forum and the right to set up
their own committees by 1897. The Komiti Wāhine
debated issues such as the abolition of the Native Land
Court, and the cessation of leasing, selling, surveying and
mortgaging of M āori land; it also organised further
support for Te Kotahitanga.
So why was the M āori parliament formed? It was to
combat growing landlessness and political marginalisation. M āori were left with a mere eleven million
acres of land (out of a total 66,152,581 acres), mostly in
remote parts of the North Island, and almost a quarter of
that acreage was leased to P ākehā. And rangatiratanga,
guaranteed in the second article of Te Tiriti o Waitangi,
had been seriously eroded by the Native Land Court—or
the Land-taking Court, as it was called. M āori tribal
leaders came together at a series of hui in the 1880s to
form a unified pan-tribal political M āori movement
under Te Tiriti o Waitangi, with the political goal of
Mana M āori motuhake: M āori self-determination. The
first Kotahitanga Parliament sat at Waitangi in 1892. The
idea was that this M āori parliament would lie alongside
the settler parliament, where M āori had only four seats.
They would be dual authorities. 3
Overleaf: California Products Ltd, Rotorua 1949. 1/2-033749-F. Alexander Turnbull Library.
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In 1894, on behalf of the Kotahitanga, Northern M āori
MP Hone Heke Ngapua introduced a Native Rights Bill
into the settler parliament. It asked for a constitution for
M āori, protection of their rights under the Treaty of
Waitangi, and for a separate parliament subject only to
the governor to be set up. It would be empowered to
legislate for and between M āori, especially with regard to
their lands and other property. However, this Bill was
never accepted by P ākehā parliamentarians, who wholeheartedly rejected the Bill each time it was presented. 4 So
Meri Mangakāhia gained her immediate aims but not a
M āori parliament to realise M āori self-determination.
There were M āori women who were both involved in Ngā
Komiti Wāhine and the Women’s Christian Temperance
Union. 5 The P ākehā women’s suffrage movement was
sparked by the visit of Mary Leavitt, from the American
Women’s Suffrage League in 1885. She travelled the
length of NZ outlining the work of the American
Women’s Suffrage League, and encouraged women, as
the main sufferers of the abuses of alcohol, to organise
for temperance and to achieve this through gaining the
vote. She advocated full equality of men and women and
expressed surprise that men ruled by a Queen should
argue against women taking part in government. 6 The
New Zealand Women’s Christian Temperance Union
(WCTU) was formed, led by Anne Ward, and campaigned for suffrage.
The WCTU provided a forum where women could lead
the organisation of the movement itself (unusual at the
time) and reinforced a sense of sisterhood. Women
involved tended to be well-educated, middle-class urban
P ākehā women with a history of commitment to
philanthropic work. The majority were married, some
had families and a surprising number were young. The
campaign was not simply about the evils of alcohol but
about “Social Purity,” an ideology that demanded the
transforming and uplifting of society—insisting that
women had a special part to play in bringing this about
because of their natural role as moral guardians of
society. 7 Kate Sheppard became the superintendent of
the franchise and legal department of the WCTU in 1887.
Thousands and thousands of signatures were collected to
support the cause and New Zealand women’s suffrage
was legislated in 1893, the first nation state in the world
to do so.
There was more to the suffrage movement than a drive to
purify the home and society—there was also the drive for

women to be recognised as persons and have basic civil
rights. When legislation was first passed in 1893, Kate
Sheppard wrote: “It does not seem a great thing to be
thankful for, that the gentlemen who confirm the laws
which render women liable to taxation and penal
servitude have declared us to be ‘persons.’ So far as
paying rates and taxes go, we have realised that we are
‘persons’ for many years; and when some unfortunate
woman has been tried by a male jury, prosecuted by a
male lawyer, sentenced by a male judge, and handed over
to the mercy of a male gaoler, for an offence against laws
that have been made by the male Members of Parliament, elected by male electors, we have never heard
anyone express an opinion that she ought not to be
punished because she was not a ‘person’ by law.” 8
Winning the vote was the first step, and P ākehā women’s
groups came together nationally to form the National
Council of Women; Kate Sheppard was the first
president in 1896. According to Roberta Nicholls and
Dorothy Page, they aimed to attain “justice and freedom
for women, and for all that makes for the good of
humanity” and looked for ways to counter the
“widespread notion of women’s inferiority,” and the
belief that women and men belonged in separate
spheres. 9 And they lobbied the state for reform: to enable
women to stand for Parliament, to amend divorce and
marriage laws. Women argued that married women
should have equality with their husbands. For this to
happen, the doctrine of “possession” had to be repealed.
Married women should be given economic independence
through “a law that stipulated a just share of a husband’s
earnings or income should be set up for the wife’s
separate use.” They also pushed for “an equal wage for
equal work” and to improve conditions for women who
had to provide for themselves—unmarried, widowed or
women who had no “breadwinners.” 10
The male “breadwinner” wage concept and sex
segregation in the workforce reinforced inequality for
women. P ākehā women were a small portion of the
workforce in the late nineteenth century and were
limited to occupational choices deemed worthy of their
sex: domestic servants, dressmakers, teachers, waitresses/hotel workers, housekeepers/maids, washerwomen, nurses, governesses, machinists and shop
assistants. 11 The ideal of the breadwinner wage originated from Britain and required that “the wage earned
by a husband ought to be sufficient to support his family
without his wife and young children having to work for
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pay.” It was expected that the man’s breadwinner wage
would pay for two labours, one conducted at work and
the other in the home. Only the man received the wage,
however. And men were paid the male breadwinner wage
whether or not they had a wife and family. This gendered
norm assumed that women in the workforce need not be
paid this breadwinner wage because they were single,
had no one to provide for other than themselves, and
would only be in paid employment for a short duration,
until they were married. 12 Legislation such as the 1894
Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration (ICA) Act assisted
with this process.
This ICA Act established a system that encouraged the
formation of trade unions and supported wage negotiations between registered unions, representing different trades or occupations, and groups of employers, to
set minimum pay rates, pay scales, penal rates, casual
rates, and conditions on the job. Any disputes were
arbitrated by a tribunal comprising representatives of
unions, employers and the state. Once the collective
agreement, called a wage award, was registered, it applied
to all employers and employees in that occupation. 13
As Melanie Nolan explains, in the beginning, the
Arbitration Court did not protect all workers—very few
occupations where rural, M āori and women workers
were employed were covered by the system. There were
also limitations for women workers who were included in
the Arbitration Act—factory, hotel and restaurant
workers. The NZ arbitration court adopted the concept of
a male breadwinner wage: men were paid enough to
support a wife and children, and women workers were
paid 50 per cent of the male rate. This system set the
wage gap in place. 14
Domestic servants were the largest group of P ākehā
women employees until 1936, and very low paid. There
were heroic efforts by women to organise domestic
servants into unions from 1890, but they were largely
unsuccessful. Nearly 90 per cent of household servants
were the sole help; they lived in, were on call seven days a
week, and this made them very difficult to organise. The
state played a role in this. Megan Cook writes: “Deeply
entrenched beliefs regarding the nature and value of
domesticity and the work necessary to maintain it lay
behind the exclusion of domestic workers from
protection under the Industrial Conciliation and
Arbitration Act 1894. An almost entirely female workforce, doing what another group of women did un-

counted and unpaid, was not part of the recognised
industrial or commercial world.” 15 Unlike in other
colonial societies, Charlotte Macdonald writes, domestic
service remained almost exclusively a P ākehā occupation.
Attempts were made to attract M āori girls and young
women into service but met with little success. For a
modest income, M āori women would have to give up
living with whanau for a restricted life in a single P ākehā
household—this was not an enticing prospect. Domestic
service was also associated with slavery and a loss of
mana, and shunned by tribal leaders. 16
Because there was no state support for M āori to develop
what remained of tribal land, they combined subsistence
farming with itinerant rural work. M āori women worked
their land, were involved in whānau work of raising
children and in paid employment: shearing and gumdigging gangs, sometimes mission work. Because M āori
shearers made up a quarter of the NZ Shearers’ Union in
the 1910s, they directed the Union to attend to discrimination, such as lesser-quality accommodation for
M āori shearers; to publish union material in te reo; and
elect M āori men as union organisers. By 1937, there were
500 women members of the Union, nearly all of whom
were M āori; they were not union officials, however. 17
M āori Health officials Maui Pomare and Te Rangi Hiroa
attempted to set up a M āori Health Nursing Scheme for
M āori women in the 1900s but this effort was largely
thwarted. Deep racism amongst government and hospital
officials, who did not believe M āori women were capable
of becoming nurses, and so refused to accept M āori
trainees, meant there were very few M āori trainees;
M āori women suffered in such hostile environments.
The scheme was assimilated by the Public Health
Department in 1911 and the “majority of nurses
appointed [to M āori communities] were Pakeha”
women. 18 But there were some incredible M āori women
who made it through the training. Historian Aroha
Harris draws our attention to Akenehi Hei, who was one
of the first M āori women to complete nursing training
and a course in midwifery. She navigated
underresourcing by the Department, riding on horseback
to nurse in isolated M āori communities such as Te Kao
in Northland. Tragically, while nursing her family
through typhoid, she succumbed to the disease and died
in 1910. 19
In 1919, women gained the right to stand for Parliament,
but it was 1933 before the first woman Labour politician
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Elizabeth McCombs was elected. 20 And with widespread
unemployment during the Great Depression, women
needed a champion. In 1930, an unemployment benefit
had been made available for the first time, but only to
men over the age of 20 in return for relief work. M āori
men received 30–50 per cent less than their P ākehā
counterparts because government officials argued M āori
could live off the land. 21 Matters were even worse for
working women—they were not eligible for unemployment relief at all, despite the fact that it was
common place for single working-class and some
middle-class women to be in employment and contributing to their family households until they were
married. The Working Women’s Movement was formed
in 1934, which included a branch of M āori women in
Huntly. Key demands were: No discrimination against
married or single women in employment or relief; No
discrimination between M āori and P ākehā; Equal pay for
equal work. 22
After 1935, the First Labour Government went some way
to addressing these demands: the 1938 Social Security
Act entitled M āori and P ākehā to the same welfare benefits, and all workers, except married women, were
eligible for an unemployment benefit. The industrial
relations system was amended to include domestic
service, farm labouring, clerks, shop assistants, teachers,
nurses and public servants, and many women become
unionised for the first time. However, women’s minimum pay rates were set at 47 per cent of men’s minimum pay rates, institutionalising the gender pay gap. 23
The 1940s through to the 1960s is known as the high
point for the idealisation of women as wives and
mothers, when soldiers returned home from war. The
male breadwinner custom came back into vogue with a
vengeance. However, married women’s participation in
the workforce quietly rose: Married women made up 25
per cent of the female workforce in 1951; by 1966,
married women were 41 per cent of the female
workforce. Almost half of those married women in the
workforce were in their child-bearing years. 24 Women
continued to work in a narrow range of industries—
manufacturing, trade, as well as community, social or
personal services. In 1971, one third of P ākehā women
engaged in full-time work were clerical workers. 25 M āori
and Pasifika people migrated into urban workforces
during the 1950s and 1960s, encouraged to fill NZ’s
labour shortages in urban-based, low-paying, industrial
production jobs. Racial discrimination prevented M āori

women gaining jobs in banks and shops. 26 Historian
Melissa Williams makes the point that M āori were drawn
to jobs where other M āori were—in factories, hospital
laundries, the Power Board—where M āori cultural
practices from back home were the norm in these
predominantly M āori worksites. M āori women were not
particularly affected by the notion of the male breadwinner wage, raised in tribal contexts where everyone
worked, and two incomes were necessary in the City to
make ends meet. M āori joined branches of the M āori
Women’s Welfare League, formed M āori clubs and other
organisations to be M āori in the City. The League
publicised landlords’ racial discrimination, which pushed
M āori into poor housing. 27
The first equal pay campaign was waged by women in
the Public Service Association (PSA), which represented
state employees. In 1921, the government had stopped
appointing female cadets and would only hire women
clerks as “temporary workers.” During the 1940s, PSA
women Mary Boyd, Rona Bailey and Kate Ross, who
worked with the Wellington section leader Jack Lewin,
campaigned for women to be permanent members of
staff and be appointed at equal rates of pay to men. They
achieved permanency in 1947; the marriage bar was
eradicated and in March 1948 women were granted maternity leave for 6 months without pay. Married women
gained some standing as workers in the public service. 28
According to Margaret Corner, one hundred PSA women
gathered in Wellington in July 1952 to campaign for
equal pay. Members of this campaign argued: “We pay
the same tram fares, we pay the same in restaurants and
in boarding houses—but we don’t get the same pay. We
ask for nothing extra, but only for equal treatment. They
say we get special privileges—I don’t know of any!” And
another asked: “Are women prepared to accept the
indignity of being cheap labour? We reject this. We must
prepare ourselves for the responsibility that goes with
equal treatment. We must aim to stop this iniquitous
system of having jobs filled by ‘men’ and ‘women.’ We
must aim for a situation when we are all regarded as
human beings, doing a job of work.” They unanimously
supported “rate for the job.” 29 A Wellington PSA
Women’s Committee led the equal pay campaign in
1954. They organised a women’s conference, and took
the Jean Parker test case to the Court of Appeals, which
found in the PSA’s favour. In retaliation, the Public
Service moved Parker from high on the female scale to
the bottom of the male career path at two thirds of the
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salary and this fuelled huge public support for equal pay.
This turned the PSA issue into a society-wide one, and
the Council for Equal Pay and Opportunity was
established in 1957, representing 21 trade unions and
women’s organisations. 30
The Government Service Equal Pay Act was passed in
1960. According to Elizabeth Orr, section three of the Act
contains both provisions for equal pay—the elimination
of pay differentials by sex in government pay scales—and
equal pay for work of equal value, which covered work
exclusively or predominantly done by women. However,
only the equal pay part of the legislation was implemented. 31 Female rates were removed from pay scales.
It took until 1972 for women to win equal pay in the
private sector. Members of the Shop Employees’ and
Clerical Workers’ unions became active in the privatesector equal pay campaign of the 1960s, reenergising the
Council for Equal Pay and Opportunity. It was also
bolstered by the women’s liberation movement, which
emerged in 1970. When the Equal Pay Act was passed in
1972, women were receiving 73 per cent of a man’s
minimum wage. By 1978, once the Equal Pay Act had
been implemented through the national award system,
women’s pay increased to 78 per cent ofmen’s pay. 32
Why didn’t the gap close further? For the most part, the
Act was interpreted as equal rates for the job so where
only women were doing the job, there was no male rate
that the female rate could be raised to, and so women’s
pay did not increase. Female trade unionists worked very
hard to push the idea of a “notional male rate,” and to
work on comparisons by skill and responsibilities with
male-dominated areas of workplaces, and were sometimes successful, but mostly not. Sex and race segregation in the workforce and discrimination are the
other key reasons the gender gap did not close further.
Paid work continues to be highly segregated by sex—and
few occupations are genuinely mixed. Women are in a
narrow band of occupations and at the bottom of most
labour hierarchies. M āori and Pasifika women are even
more concentrated in low-paid and vulnerable
manufacturing and service work, and with M āori and
Pasifika men, bear the brunt of unemployment. 33 Work
is gendered and paid on the basis of gender stereotypes.
Often, women are doing work of equal value to men but
employers are blind to it: men are paid according to
individual worth, while women are paid as workers of
lesser economic worth. Women of colour experience

“tokenism, discrimination, prejudice and nuanced
racism” as well. 34
With these issues in mind, further campaigns were
organised to introduce antidiscrimination measures,
equal opportunity and the reevaluation of women’s work.
Campaigners also drew connections between household
labour and low pay. In 1975, Wellington Shop
Employees’ Union organiser Sonja Davies established
the Working Women’s Council and women came
together to create the Working Women’s Charter in 1977
as a tool to achieve women’s equality:
1. The right to work for everyone who wishes to do so.
2. The elimination ofall discrimination on the basis of
sex, race, marital or parental status, sexuality or age.
3. Equal pay for work ofequal value—meaning the
same total wage plus other benefits.
4. Equal opportunity ofentry into occupations and of
promotion regardless ofsex, sexuality, marital or
parental status, race or age.
5. Equal education opportunity for all.
6. a) Union meetings be held in working hours.
b) Special trade union education courses for women
unionists to be held with paid time offfor
participants.
7. Equal access to vocational guidance and training,
including on-the-job training, study and conference
leave.
8. Introduction ofa shorter working week with no loss
ofpay, flexible working hours and part-time
opportunities for all workers.
9. Improved working conditions for women and men.
The retention ofbeneficial provisions which apply to
women. Other benefits to apply equally to men and
women.
10. Removal oflegal, bureaucratic and other
impediments to equality ofsuperannuation, social
security benefits, credit, finance, taxation, tenancies
and other related matters.
11. Special attention to the needs and requirements of
women from ethnic communities as they see them.
12. Wide availability ofquality childcare with government
and/or community support for all those who need it,
on a 24-hour basis, including after school and school
holiday care.
13. Introduction ofadequate paid parental leave
(maternity and paternity leave) without loss ofjob
security, superannuation or promotion prospects.
14. Availability ofpaid family leave to enable time offto
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be taken in family emergencies, e.g. when children or
elderly relatives are ill.
15. Sex education and birth control advice freely available
to all people. Legal, financial, social and medical
impediments to safe abortion, contraception and
sterilisation be removed.
16. Comprehensive government-funded research into
health questions specific to women. 35
When Davies proposed the Charter as a remit at the 1978
Federation of Labour (FoL) Conference she was laughed
at by men in the room. 36 However, with a concerted
effort by women nationally, the Working Women’s
Charter was adopted by both the FoL and the Labour
Party at their annual conferences in 1980. And by 1984,
the Combined State Unions, representing public sector
unions, had followed suit. 37
Women became more active in their unions. For
example, the Service Workers’ Union built membership
solidarity through its Women’s, M āori and Pasifika
Committees, established between 1985 and 1987. These
committees focused on the low status given to
occupations commonly regarded as women’s work and
the double shift of going home to housework and
childcare. They advocated childcare for union meetings
and mechanisms in collective agreements for dealing
with sexual harassment in the workforce. M āori and
Pasifika women and men pushed for measures to
address racism and to support M āori and Pasifika
cultural values in the workplace and in unions. Union
meetings began to take place on local marae, building
relationships between unions and local tribal elders, and
union policies were published in the main Pacific
languages spoken by Pacific Island union members. At
union seminars and trainings, singing, performance, role
plays and having a laugh were a part of the experience,
building friendships and solidarity across worksites and
regions. 38
The Clerical Workers’ Union became active, campaigning for equal pay for work of equal value in the
1980s. And M āori union officials—Syd Jackson and
Atareta Poananga in Auckland, Shelly Hiha in Wellington and Helena Schenkel in Christchurch—played
strong roles in this regard, connecting gender and racial
discrimination in the workforce. 39 They were involved in
efforts to publicise how concentrated women were into
eight occupational areas and that M āori and Pasifika
women were more concentrated still. 40 Syd Jackson and

Atareta Poananga were also deeply involved in pro-M āori
sovereignty activities, which gathered momentum in the
1980s and early 1990s, and were the context for the first
settlements ofWaitangi Tribunal claims. 41
When the Clerical Workers’ Union had little success in
bargaining for equal pay for equal work with employers,
they took a case to the Arbitration Court in 1986,
“arguing that the standard clerical rate had now fallen to
a ‘depressed female rate of pay.’” 42 They made the case
then that the Equal Pay Act should enable “equal pay
comparisons between typically-female occupations and a
‘notional male rate.’” 43 The Court declined jurisdiction,
so campaigners turned to the political arena and pushed
for a new act to enable equal pay for work of equal value.
Coalition for Equal Value, Equal Pay (CEVEP) was
formed to organise with female-dominated unions and
women’s organisations. They sought legislation that
would address pay equity and equal employment
opportunity—for women, M āori, Pacific Island, and
disabled workers. After four years of campaigning, the
Employment Equity Act was passed in September 1990,
which, while a compromise, enabled claims for
employment equity assessment. 44 Before the Employment Equity Act could be used, the National Party
won the 1990 election and repealed the Act in December.
Margaret Ledgerton’s article in this issue (p.33) picks up
the rest ofthis story.
In 1991, the National Government introduced a Social
Security Amendment Act, cutting welfare benefits for
sole parents, unemployed and sickness beneficiaries back
by an average of 20 per cent. That same year, the
Employment Contracts Act was passed, and it abolished
compulsory arbitration and the national award system,
deeply threatening trade union survival. Union membership in New Zealand was effectively halved by the
mid-1990s and unions went into survival mode. This
economic and industrial climate dealt campaigns for pay
equity and equal employment opportunity a severe blow.
The Service and Food Workers’ Union survived and in
2012, with aged care worker Kristine Bartlett as their test
case, took a claim for equal pay for work of equal value to
the Employment Court, under NZ’s Equal Pay Act 1972.
They argued that Bartlett’s low rate of pay at $14.32 an
hour, 71c above the minimum wage after 20 years of
experience in aged care, was “based on her gender rather
than her skills, effort and responsibility.” 45 “Bartlett’s pay
rate should be the same as for jobs done predominantly
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by males that required the same level of skill,
responsibility, experience and effort under similar
conditions.” 46 As Linda Hill documents, CEVEP
supported Bartlett’s claim: “Rest home care was a prime
example of ‘women’s work’ at low rates of pay that
reflected the occupation’s history as unpaid work within
the family.” The Human Rights Commission also
supported this claim, arguing that there was a “link
between low rates of pay in care-giving and women being
the predominant workers. This reflected historical and
structural gender discrimination.” 47
In August 2013, the Employment Court found femaledominated industries to be perpetuating a systemic bias
and undervaluing the kinds of work traditionally done by
women. The Employment Court made a strong ruling
that cases for equal pay for work of equal value can be
made under the 1972 Equal Pay Act. The purpose of the
Act was to remove historic structural discrimination in
the pay rates of work that women are typically employed
to do, through objective assessment of skills, responsibilities, service, conditions and effort. This finding set
the scene for women and their unions to “make comparisons with men’s job tasks and pay rates in other
occupations and industries.” 48 It was a moment of
amazing possibility for women in all kinds of femaledominated employment. Many claims were lodged.
The National Party-led Government quickly intervened
and established two committees, one to develop Pay
Equity Principles and recommendations to amend the
1972 Equal Pay Act and a second to settle the Bartlett pay
equity claim. On 18 April 2017, the Terranova case was
settled, and in July age-care workers received a pay rise to
between $19 and $23.50 an hour, which will rise to
between $21.50 and $27 an hour in July 2021. There was
widespread jubilation and much media attention on
Kristine Bartlett. She told the media not to call her a
hero. “The real heroes, she insists, are the … union
workers who toiled tirelessly to pave a path for other
female-dominated industries to challenge their wage
rates on the basis they would be paid more if their
workforce were dominated by men.” 49 We have made a
big deal ofher—she is 2018 New Zealander ofthe year.
Minister for Women Julie Anne Genter committed to
working on new legislation that adheres to the principles
agreed by the Joint Working Group on Pay Equity. 50
Currently, we have the Equal Pay Amendment Bill before
the House, but as Linda Hill identifies in this issue of the

Bulletin (p.27), there are some real dangers for women in
this Bill which must be amended before it becomes law.
Implementing equal pay for work of equal value across
the workforce will make an enormous difference in
women’s lives, but there are other factors we must
consider. The latest average hourly gender pay imbalance
is 13.9 per cent, up from 13.1 per cent in 2017. However,
this underestimates the true gender pay imbalance
because the majority of very high-income earners are
men, while nearly two-thirds of minimum wage earners
are women. 51 Prue Hyman argues that “while women are
overrepresented in today’s less-well paid, casualised,
precarious workforce, they will not attain full economic
independence. And of course lower-paid men are also
disadvantaged by labour market differentials, which are
far too wide. My personal nightmare is of a ‘50 per cent’
future, where women occupy half the jobs at all levels but
nothing else has changed—race and class inequality and
differentials generally are unaffected.” 52 As Tania Te
Whenua and Linda Hill demonstrate in this issue of the
Bulletin (p.29), the gender wage gap is much wider for
M āori women.
Equal employment opportunity must also be recognised
and applied universally across the workforce. In this
issue, Hilary Stace documents how difficult it is for
disabled people to access the workforce in New Zealand
and Will Hansen analyses how anti-trans discrimination
produces under- and unemployment (p.37–43). In Hopes
Dashed?, Prue Hyman demands we share more equally
and value unpaid work in the household and
community—the undervaluing and low status of such
caring work has implications for how this kind of work is
treated in the paid workforce. She also describes how
benefit levels and casualised work trap sole parents (84
per cent of whom are women) in poverty. She writes:
“the differences among women have worsened, as they
have for men, with neo-liberal economics and policies
biased towards advancing the interests of the rich and big
business. Women low-income earners and sole parents,
many of them juggling paid and unpaid work and
attempting to manage family life, are no better off than
they were in 1994. Some are in fact worse off relative to
the wealthy and even in absolute terms.” 53 And this
certainly needs to change.
Cybèle Locke, labour historian and Senior Lecturer at
Victoria University ofWellington.
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Equal Pay Amendment Bill 2018
Linda Hill
Here we go again, says the Campaign for Equal Value
Equal Pay, more snakes, ladders and barriers to achieving
pay equity.
Thanks to court judgements in Bartlett vs Terranova, the
Equal Pay Act is being used to take claims for large
numbers of women in state funded jobs. National’s
terrible 2017 Bill to replace the act, a real game of snakes
and ladders, was dropped by the incoming government.
It was decided just to update the 1972 Act and
incorporate principles developed by a joint working
group of unions and employers (no women’s
organisations admitted, thank you). Current rights and
Bartlett case law would continue. Or so we thought. After
all, Ministers keep telling us that their amendments will
make it easier for women to claim pay equity. And we
need legislation that makes claims easy for women in the
private sector, not just in the public service with a
supportive government to pick up the bill.
So why does the 2018 Amendment Bill’s section on pay
equity read more like it’s based on National’s bill, rather
than on the current act? Julie-Ann Genter worked to
ensure the final wording of the principles raised no new
barriers to lodging a pay equity claim. But this bill gives
employers 65 days to say “yes” or “no,” before women
can ask the Employment Relations Authority if their
claim is “arguable.” Then come the snakes and ladders. If
employers dig their heels in—as Terranova Resthomes
did—claimants need to go through mediation, facilitation
and determination processes at any and potentially all
stages of job assessment, comparison with male jobs,
and settlement. Women currently have the right to a
determination by the Employment Relations Authority or
court because equal pay is a human right, not just a wage
rate to be negotiated between the parties. Equal pay
claimants’ current right to determination by the authority
or court seems to have disappeared. It’s still there for pay
equity claimants but the extra layers of mediation and
facilitation meant they now have three layers of process
to be navigated. Many women will be daunted by these
requirements and not claim. Many won’t have the
resources or expertise to proceed. We need to remember
that union representation is down to 9 per cent in the

private sector (even if state sector nurses are signing up
in droves).
Despite two goes at it, the Joint Working Group and
Ministers seem unable to come up with workable rules
on selecting male comparators that reflect the court
judgements. As CEVEP keeps pointing out, the efficient
way to avoid comparisons with male wages that are likely
also to be depressed in female-dominated workplaces and
sectors, is to compare female-dominated jobs and wages
with male-dominated jobs and wages in male-dominated
sectors. This has been the approach in the past.
Perhaps the worst change that the Amendment Bill
proposes is on back pay. The 2017 Bill tried to drop it
altogether. This time, reimbursement for underpayment
can only go back as far as the date of this bill’s
enactment. All claims currently underway must be
relodged so that this change applies. It means that, for
the next five years, pay equity claimants will have a
reduced entitlement compared to all claimants for
unpaid or underpaid wages, or for unpaid or underpaid
commercial invoices, who can claim for a maximum of 6
years’ reimbursement under the Limitations Act 2010.
This is gender discrimination. Different treatment for
women pay equity claimants would surely be grounds for
a human rights or Bill ofRights claim.
So far, around 62,000 women have had pay rises from
pay equity claims. None received back pay (except
possibly Kristine Bartlett herself). But the prospect of six
years’ back pay has been a vital negotiating tool in getting
employers to settle. The bill’s sanction against employer
noncompliance is just $20,000—equivalent to one year’s
pay equity increase for just two of Terranova’s 124 carers.
You do the maths.
CEVEP is a voluntary organisation committed to reducing the gender pay gap in New
Zealand through policy and initiatives to advance pay equity in general and equal pay for
work of equal value in particular. Our members’ expertise and experience span the breadth
and history of this important policy issue. CEVEP has campaigned for effective pay equity
policy and legislation since 1986. Our activities include advocating to government and
political parties, writing submissions and appearing before select committees, producing
materials on pay equity for the public and the media, and organising tours of overseas
experts to New Zealand. In 2013, CEVEP was invited to be an “intervening” party to a pay
equity test case taken under the Equal Pay Act 1972 by resthome caregiver Kristine Bartlett
and the Service & Food Workers Union (now E Tū).
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Mana Wahine - the Kaupapa Inquiry Programme
Tania Te Whenua
Lawyer Tania Te Whenua sets out some of the wider
background context to the Waitangi Tribunal's WAI 2700
Mana Wahine Kaupapa inquiry. Reprinted from Working
Life, July 2018.
Whilst the campaign for gender equity in employment
gathers increasing momentum, for women who
experience additional discrimination simply by being
M āori the fight for equal treatment in employment has
just begun.
Statistics demonstrating inequities faced generally by
women in the workplace have been well documented.
As set out in a submission made by the CTU Women's
Council to the UN Committee on the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW) last year, "The lack of enforcement of
the right of equal pay to work of equal value results in not
only low wages but poor employment conditions, genderbased discrimination, lack of career and promotional
opportunities.
“Low pay puts families under pressure and creates a new
group ofworking poor.”
Survey upon survey reveal the once insidious bias faced
by women in employment as an inescapable truth. Yet, as
a society we continue to turn a blind eye to overt
inequities faced by M āori workers.
Work done by groups like the Coalition for Equal Value
and Equal Pay and represented to the Waitangi
Tribunal's Mana Wahine Kaupapa Inquiry earlier this
year bring the inequities into stark relief by noting that:
“Research which focuses on inequity suffered by women
is in reality a focus on P ākehā women.
“This masks the compounding discrimination suffered
by women who are also M āori… whereas P ākehā women
earn 15% less than their male counterparts, wāhine
M āori earn 27% less than P ākehā men. In dollar terms
this is a difference of a whopping $8.89 per hour. The
take home point being that wāhine M āori do not simply

earn less than P ākehā men and women, they earn
significantly less...”
In addition a consideration of the full range of tables
disclosing Crown funding to public service providers
shows M āori service providers languishing at the bottom
ofthe rung.
As an example mainstream early childhood education
centres receive a 20-hour funding subsidy of up to $12.01
per hour per full-time enrolment M āori early childhood
education centres (kōhanga reo) receive only $8.76 per
full time equivalent, almost 30% less. This is a difference
which whānau are overwhelmingly unable to make up
leaving the predominantly female kōhanga reo staff
obliged to work for minimum wages.
The racially discriminatory application of funding by the
Crown is not limited to chronically underpaid industries
such as care and education. Even the M āori Land Court
receives the lowest funding of all judicial bodies and by
legislative determination a judge of the M āori Land Court
is entitled to the lowest salary ofall judicial officers.
It is also worth noting that 25 years after the centenary of
women's suffrage was celebrated, a point made back in
1993 by authors Lisa Davies and Natalie Jackson is just as
relevant today, namely that “…after [over] one hundred
years of contribution to the economic development of
New Zealand, the employment status of M āori women
does not equal that ofP ākehā women.”
What is astounding is the Crown’s inert acceptance of its
role in influencing this disparity.

Holding the crown accountable
For this reason, the Rūnanga of the PSA (Te Rūnanga o
Ngā Toa Awhina) and CTU (Te Rūnanga o Ngā Kaimahi
M āori o Aotearoa) are currently on the cusp of joining
the Waitangi Tribunal kaupapa inquiry into issues
affecting M āori women to hold the Crown accountable
for failing in their role as funder, procurer and regulator
of employers, as well as a significant employer itself, to
proactively influence employment conditions and actively
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protect wāhine M āori workers from inequities in employment.
The Crown for its part have made an early acknowledgement within the inquiry that “…employment issues
(including pay equity and pay gaps) are also priority
issues for this Government” and have intimated that
those representing wāhine M āori voices such as Te
Rūnanga could be invited to dialogue directly to help
shape Crown policy on these issues.
This presents an opportunity for Te Rūnanga to influence
change on behalfofits wāhine M āori members.
This has the potential to set a strong precedent for
addressing similar issues affecting tāne M āori, being
reminiscent of the courageous words of Te H ōnore
Dame Tariana Tūria:
“We must always be prepared to speak up and speak out
about things which in the end affect all ofus.”

A supplementary note about the Kaupapa Inquiry
Programme
The Waitangi Tribunal set a framework for its Kaupapa
Inquiry Programme in 2015 with the intent of providing
"a pathway for the hearing of nationally significant claim
issues that affect M āori as a whole or a section of M āori
in similar ways." At the time, Tribunal chair Chief Judge
Wilson Isaac noted this was the first new programme
initiated by the Tribunal in the last 20 years, and that it
signalled a "determination to provide access to justic for
all claimants."
One of the founding claims in the present Mana Wahine
Kaupapa Inquiry dates back to 1993 when a group of
M āori women submitted a claim to the Waitangi
Tribunal (the Mana Wahine claim) alleging that the
Crown's actions and policies since 1840 have
systematically discriminated against M āori women,
depriving them of their spiritual, cultural, social and
economic well-being which is protected by the Treaty of
Waitangi. It was originally lodged by the late Dame Mira
Szazy, along with another former Maori Women's
Welfare League President, Dame Whina Cooper, Lady
Rose Henare, Dr Irihapeti Ramsden, and representing
the younger generation of the time, Donna Awatere,
Ripeka Evans and Paparangi Reid.

Mana Wahine Claim is Go
Linda Hill
On 21 September, initial submissions were filed in the
Mana Wahine claim to the Waitangi Tribunal. This was
raised several years ago by a small group of high profile
M āori women, was accepted as an “issues” claim by the
Tribunal, and has been joined by a number of
organisations, including M āori Women’s Welfare, M āori
Women’s Refuge and the unions. Hearing dates have
been set. A Mana Tane claim will follow. The claim is
based on Article 3 of the Treaty, which grants M āori
protection by the Crown and all the rights and privileges
ofBritish subjects.
As CEVEP regularly monitors gender and ethnicity pay
gaps, I was asked to provide labour market statistics on
M āori women for the claim being made by the Rūnanga
of the CTU/PSA. When I looked at it altogether—average
hourly and weekly pay rates, annual incomes,
concentration in low paying jobs and sectors, unemployment rates, underemployment, casualisation—it was
appallingly clear that they had a strong case.
I compared the stats for M āori women with those for
P ākehā—arguably the British subjects of today—and
particularly for P ākehā men, who as a group enjoy most
privilege in the labour market. Here’s a taste. In June
2018 M āori women’s average hourly earnings were 72.2
per cent those of P ākehā men (85.5 per cent of P ākehā
women’s), with half paid less than $19 an hour—$1.55
less than the living wage rate. Their average weekly
earnings were 60 per cent those of P ākehā men (86.3 per
cent of P ākehā women’s). Their median annual income
from wages and salaries was $19,900, compared to an
annual living wage for 30 hours of $32,000. And here’s a
graph of recent unemployment—you can see who bore
the effects ofthe 2008 downturn in New Zealand.
M āori women participate in full- and part-time work at
about the same rates as P ākehā women, but they are
caught in a churn of unemployment and short-term jobs
in the low-paid jobs and sectors in which they are mainly
employed. And, yes, a poor cultural fit with the P ākehā
education system may be a factor but, no, I don’t think
“choice” or “equal opportunity” comes into any of this.
New Zealand only needs one rocket scientist.
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That’s the current situation. So, this being a Waitangi
Tribunal claim, I looked at the history. A 1988 report by
Te Ohu Whakatupu in the newly formed Ministry of
Women’s Affairs put exactly the same Article 3
argument, backed by labour market and social statistics. I
reviewed a whole stack of reports by government
departments about inequality for M āori in the labour
market and in the public service. Most slice the statistics
by sex or by ethnicity but not both, only occasionally
mentioning that M āori women are “clustered” in low
paying jobs, and seldom saying what those jobs are. And
action? None. It’s like reading three decades of weather
reports.

Under Pressure, a 2013 NZCTU report on casualised
employment, lists small policy and legislation changes
that government could make to protect workers against
casualisation. Perhaps this claim will provide the impetus to do something.
Kia kaha, kia mau, kia manawanui, wāhine mā. Sock it to
us, I say.
Linda Hill is an organiser for Campaign for Equal Value
Equal Pay. www.cevepnz.org.nz.

A way forward, should government care to take it, would
be to ensure that pay equity evaluations and Fair Pay
Agreements address the jobs and sectors in which large
numbers of M āori women are employed. The top five job
types (ANZSCO 3 digit) are teachers, sales assistant,
cleaners/laundry, care work and hospitality. The top
three jobs in the state sector are welfare worker, social
worker and inquiry officer (6 digit). The top sectors are
Retail, Hospitality/Food Service and Horticulture. Those
sectors employ people in 24/7 shift work or seasonally.
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Pay Equity Continuum
Margaret Ledgerton
The resurgence of activity and some significant gains in
furthering pay equity over the last couple of years has
included successful claims for careworkers and social
workers, along with heartening progress in developing
pay equity claims for a range of other women-dominated
occupational groups. 1 These wins are all the sweeter for
activists, given that progress on achieving pay equity has
been a long and winding journey, often with more
disappointment and frustration than success. Most of
those involved in pay equity campaigns would agree,
however, that this is just another, though major, step
forward. We still have a long way to go in achieving
sustainable pay and employment equity across the
workforce.
Many Bulletin readers will be aware of the long list of
related legislation, taskforces, commissions, working
groups and campaigns in the history of pay and
employment equity in New Zealand. 2 Unions have been
in the forefront of that activity. Public Service Association
women campaigned for equal pay and conditions as early
as 1943 and were instrumental in the passing of the
Government Services Equal Pay Act 1960. At the more
recent end of that chronology, of course, there is the
landmark pay equity case taken under the Equal Pay Act
1972 [EPA] by careworker Kristine Bartlett and her union,
Service and Food Workers/E Tū, 3 resulting in the
Employment Court and Court of Appeal judgments in
favour of Bartlett and consequentially also resulting in
pay equity settlements for thousands ofcareworkers.
Significantly, as a consequence of the courts’ decisions,
changes to the EPA aimed at providing easier access for
pay equity cases are being proposed. The Equal Pay
Amendment Bill is currently before the House and its
submission process is awaited with optimism and a
degree of trepidation. 4 In addition, indications are that
pay and employment is back on the government’s public
sector agenda, as information emerges about the
coordination of related activity across the public service
by the State Services Commission and similar initiatives
in the health sector.
Opposite: 1961 flyer. Eph-A-WOMEN-1961-01. Alexander Turnbull Library.

These developments warrant some thought about
historical context and continuity with earlier related
initiatives. While recognising the contributions made by
a range of action and policies in this period, for current
purposes two government initiatives between 1990 and
2009 stand out. This is due to their long-term, strategic
and comprehensive approach to both pay and
employment equity and their contribution to a base of
knowledge, experience, resources and planning that
continues to be relevant today. The two initiatives were
the Employment Equity Act 1990 (EEA) and the
Department of Labour’s Pay and Employment Equity
Unit and Five Year Plan ofAction 2005–2009.

The Employment Equity Act 1990
In 1988, following the ruling that equal pay for work of
equal value could not be addressed under the EPA 1972, 5
the Working Group on Equal Opportunity and Equal Pay,
set up by the Fourth Labour Government, recommended
new legislation to provide a clear legislative directive to
the courts. 6 The resultant EEA replaced the Equal Pay
Acts of 1960 and 1972. It provided for a Commission for
Employment Equity, a Pay Equity Bureau and Equal
Employment Opportunities (EEO) Unit. The legislation
addressed both pay equity and employment equity and
extended the state sector EEO provisions to large
employers in the private sector.
While the EEA was repealed by the incoming National
Government later in 1990, some significant work was
progressed, including ten pay equity claims being
developed and lodged by unions. The commission was
charged with the development of a methodology for the
comparison of different kinds of work. As a result, New
Zealand’s first customised job evaluation (JE) system was
developed and trialled: Equity at Work. 7 This provided a
more gender-neutral model of JE, compared to the
commercial systems operating at the time. Crucially, it
recognised the human relations and emotional factors in
jobs, often identified in women-dominated occupations,
as well as the more traditional mental and physical
factors. Equity at Work became publicly available in 1991
and copies can be found in a number of public service
departments and union resources. The work and
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experience gained through the commission, though of
short duration, contributed in particular to a base of
relevant JE and pay and employment equity knowledge,
experience and resources.
It is worth noting that during this period education
programmes complementary to the work of the
commission were being conducted across the state
sector. These programmes were linked to the implementation of the State Sector Act 1988 (SSA,)
introduced as part of the Fourth Labour Government’s
raft of radical and controversial changes. Contradictory to
its underlying neoliberal policies, however, the SSA
included provisions that introduced EEO requirements of
state sector employers, along with the concept of the
“good employer.” Significantly for the future in terms of
making pay equity claims, it also resulted in the
introduction of job evaluation [JE] systems across the
public service as former across-sector job classifications
were swept away and each department developed its own
classification system.
At that point, there were no New Zealand-developed JE
systems and overseas off-the-shelf commercial schemes,
largely originating in the United States, were introduced
across the public service. Those systems were often seen
as gender-biased and inappropriate to the New Zealand
context. In response, the Trade Union Education
Authority (TUEA), in addition to its EEO and “good
employer” education programmes, developed programmes on JE. These focused on its technical
requirements and implementation, with a particular
focus on the need to adapt imported systems to reduce
gender bias wherever possible. 8 They provided the first
generally available, noncommercial, JE education
programmes aimed at reducing gender bias in the
development and implementation of JE—essential to the
equitable evaluation of women-dominated occupational
and comparator groups, a key requirement in the process
of making a pay equity claim under the provisions of the
Equal Pay Amendment Bill now being debated.

Pay and Employment Equity Unit and the Five Year Plan
ofAction 2005–2009
Following the repeal of the EEA in 1990, there were no
major government plans to progress pay and
employment equity until 2003 when the Fifth Labour
Government established the Tripartite Pay and
Employment Equity Taskforce. In March 2004, the
government agreed to implement the taskforce’s recom-

mendations. 9 This involved a five year strategic Pay and
Employment Equity Plan of Action to be impl-emented
in three phases. In phase one, the public service, public
education and public health sectors; in phase two, crown
entities/companies and state owned enterprises and
those whose employment was funded by government
through outsourced contracts; and in phase three, local
government, not-for-profit organisations and the private
sector.
Outcomes sought by the plan of action were the removal
of barriers to employment equity and for women’s
remuneration to be free of gender bias. A comprehensive
approach to addressing the issues was seen as essential if
change was to be sustainable; this meant focusing on
both pay equity and employment equity. There were two
interdependent strategies to achieve the plan of action’s
objectives: Organisations/sectors undertaking pay and
employment equity reviews (also called audits) and
implementing response plans (involving a partnership
between employers, employees and unions); and
revaluing possibly undervalued female-dominated occupations through pay investigations initiated by employees
or through collective bargaining. There was to be a
phasing, prioritisation and funding of subsequent remedial pay settlements based on decisions by a tripartite
forum.
The framework for the plan of action included: the Pay
and Employment Equity Unit and its role; a tripartite
steering committee; a contestable fund; and in phase
one, a chief executives’ committee composed of the chief
executives of the State Services Commission, Ministry of
Education, Ministry of Health and the Department of
Labour [DoL]. The committee was convened by the DoL’s
chief executive who, in consultation with relevant
agencies, was responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of the accountability mechanism and reporting to
Cabinet periodically. Those accountability mechanisms
were based on cabinet decisions and policies, existing
legislation, structures and processes.
The role of the Pay and Employment Equity Unit was
largely capacity building in the organisations involved,
through provision of specialised tools, 10 guidelines,
education and training packages, technical advice and a
$1m per annum contestable fund to help resource union
and employer participation. This recognised that aspects
of the process could be technical and that specialist
expertise might not be available.
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By 2008, all public service departments, district health
boards, primary and secondary schools, universities and
polytechnics [although there were some gaps in the latter
two] had completed a pay and employment equity review
of their organisations and developed response plans
through workplace partnerships. Those response plans,
however, were still in the early stages of implementation.
Findings from the completed reviews included: data on
the gender pay gap in each organisation and proposals to
address them; the gender differences at different levels of
participation; and organisations’ lack of effective policies
and procedures to deal with fairness and respect in the
workplace. 11 Two women-dominated occupational
groups, social workers and education support workers
identified as likely to be undervalued, were in the process
of JE/pay investigations and others were in earlier stages
of development when all pay investigations were discontinued by the incoming government. After a ten-year
break and in a new political environment, however, pay
equity claims about the two occupations noted above,
building on that earlier work, were reactivated by unions
with successful outcomes.
Criticisms of the plan included its lack of robust
monitoring and compliance mechanisms and its complex
and lengthy process of review and response. The job
evaluation process was seen as complex and requiring
specialist expertise. Implementation also raised issues in
respect of key policies, including remedial pay settlements, pay investigations, responsible contracting, 12 and
extension of the plan to phase two organisations. Given
the nature of the policy, it was expected that the model
would require review following its phase one implementation and this proved to be the case. It was
subsequently simplified, shortened and adapted for use
in its second phase, and proposals for ways forward were
submitted to the Minister of Labour in the unit’s June
2008 progress report. 13 These proposals were shelved as
all related Cabinet decisions, upon which the plan of
action was based, were discontinued in 2009. 14
The Pay and Employment Equity Plan of Action was
recognised both nationally and internationally as groundbreaking policy. It involved new approaches to addressing pay and employment inequities and dealt with
complex, technical, sometimes contentious issues. It was
not designed to achieve rapid results, but was focused,
along with identifying and addressing undervalued
occupations, on embedding gender equity practises and
systems into organisational culture and structures.

Both the EEA and the plan of action were significant
points on a continuum of pay and employment equity
policies and action due to their focus on a longer-term,
strategic and comprehensive approach, and on the
development and application of often new expertise,
resources and knowledge. They reflect the stop–start
nature of progress in achieving pay and employment
equity; policies brought in by Labour governments were
quickly disestablished when National governments took
office. That cycle continues as policies and changes to
legislation currently underway under the Labour/
Coalition Government augur well for further progress. It
is important that positive, significant policies emerging
from them have time to be embedded into employment
and workplace practices and not be swept away by
fluctuations in political power.
Margaret Ledgerton worked as Senior Policy Analyst in the Department of
Labour's Pay and Employment Equity Unit and in a number of Public Service
departments. Other work has included as Research and Policy Officer for the
Association of University Staff (now the TEU) and National Coordinator for
the Trade Union Education Authority. She has a background in primary and
tertiary teaching. Margaret is currently involved in parliamentary and research
work for the National Council ofWomen.
ENDNOTES
1. For current purposes, pay equity refers to equal pay for work ofequal value, irrespective
ofgender, usually with the value ofwork assessed in terms offactors such as skills,
knowledge, responsibility, effort and working conditions [using a gender-neutral job
evaluation system]; equal pay refers to equal pay for similar work, irrespective of
gender; pay and employment equity refers to both and reflects the outcome ofa
systematic approach to identifying and eliminating unjustifiable causes ofinequity.
2. Important reports included: Towards Employment Equity (1988); Report ofthe Ministerial
Advisory Group on EEO (2001); Next Steps Towards Pay Equity (2002); and the Report of
the Tripartite Pay and Employment Equity Taskforce (2003). Relevant legislation includes
the Equal Pay Acts (1960 and 1972); State Sector Act (1988); Employment Equity Act
(1990), Human Rights Act (1993) and Employment Relations Act (2000).
3. Bartlett vs Terranova (2013) NZEmpC 157 ARC 63/12 and CA631/2013 [2014] NZCA
516
4. The Equal Pay Amendment Bill, first reading, 16 October 2018.
5. Clerical Workers’ Union, equal value equal pay case taken to the Arbitration Court and
dismissed (1986).
6. M. Wilson, Report ofthe Working Group on Equal Opportunities and Equal Pay
(March 1988).
7. Martha Coleman and Janice Burns, Equity at Work: An Approach to Gender Neutral Job
Evaluation (Wellington: State Services Commission, 1990).
8. Given the radical, comprehensive and controversial nature ofchanges introduced by
the SSA, the government funded the former TUEA to provide education programmes
on the provisions ofthe legislation and its implications for public servants.
9. Report ofthe Taskforce on Pay and Employment Equity in the Public Service and the
Public Health and Public Education Sectors (2004); Cabinet Minute (CAB Min (04)
10/3A).
10. These included Equitable Job Evaluation (a gender-neutral JE system), Spotlight (a skills
recognition tool) and Working Towards Pay and Employment Equity for Women (a
manual to assist committees in conducting workplace reviews/audits).
11. Public Sector Pay and Employment Equity Reviews: Overview Report (Wellington:
Department ofLabour [MBIE], 2009).
12. Cabinet Minute (EDC Min [07] 27/11). Cabinet agreed to pay and employment equity
responsible contracting policy that would apply to district health boards.
13. The progress report should be available from the Ministry for Business, Industry and
Employment Department ofLabour (tracker no: 08/73947) along with the June 2009
Policy Issues Desk File (Margaret Ledgerton, personal copy).
14. Cabinet Minute, EGI Min (09) 16/12.
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Why is there a Disability Wage Gap?
Hilary Stace
New Zealand is a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Article
27 on work and employment requires countries to “recognize the right of persons with disabilities to work, on
an equal basis with others; this includes the right to the
opportunity to gain a living by work freely chosen or
accepted in a labour market and work environment that
is open, inclusive and accessible to persons with
disabilities.”
Unfortunately, implementation of this human right to
employment in New Zealand is slow. Latest data from
Statistics New Zealand for the June 2018 quarter shows
that disabled adults are three times less likely to have
paid work than nondisabled people: 22.3 per cent of
disabled people were in paid work, compared with 70.0
per cent of nondisabled people. They are also likely to
work fewer hours and earn less. Their median weekly
income from all sources was $358, while that for
nondisabled people was $712, and that income is more
likely to come from the benefit system rather than from
wages and salaries. When those on benefits do part-time
paid work hours they face high abatement rates (taxes) on
their income. 1
The Human Rights Commission quotes data showing
43.3 per cent of disabled youth aged from 15–25 are not
in work, training or education.
That is a grim picture. But the reality is probably even
worse, as Statistics NZ uses questions based on “activity
limitations” which are biased towards physical impairments like vision, hearing and walking. The needs of
people who do not have physical impairments but instead
have “neurodiverse” conditions such as autism, ADHD
or intellectual disability are less likely to be registered
through such questions. Young adult men on the autism
spectrum have some of the highest unemployment rates
yet for Statistics NZ they might be considered nondisabled.
Oposite: A lack ofeducational and support services for their child Keith led Harold and
Margaret Anyon to set up the Intellectually Handicapped Children's Parents Assocation in
1949, which later became IHC. Here, Keith learns cobbling skills at a shoe shop in the
Wellington suburb ofKhandallah in the early 1950s. Credit: IHC.

These days many young disabled people have come
through mainstream schools, and have similar expectations of employment and independent living as their
nondisabled peers. But anecdotally, their engagement
with school career guidance counsellors is patchy. Some
go on to build up years of work experience or volunteering and may have valuable, unpaid roles in social
enterprises or charities. There are a few IT employment
programme opportunities for the very tech savvy. But
secure paid work for most remains elusive, and those
jobs that exist are often minimum wage with little career
progression. Employers appear reluctant to take them on.
Support is inadequate or inappropriate. Many disabled
people battle for financial survival through Work and
Income and risk mental health issues from the ongoing
stigma of joblessness in a society in which paid work
forms part ofone’s identity.
Another disturbing statistic is the estimated 800 or so
Minimum Wage Exemptions (MWE) granted to employers to pay employees less than the minimum wage.
These exemptions contradict the government’s own
disability action plan.
MWE are remnants of the sheltered workshop era when
disabled people were seen as less valuable humans so
employers were rewarded for giving them something to
do. The 1960 Disabled Persons Employment Promotion
Act encouraged the development of sheltered workshops
which were at that time considered a desirable and
progressive alternative to lifetime institutionalisation, the
main option for disabled people until the 1970s.
Legislation to close sheltered workshops and end the
exploitation of disabled workers was passed in 2007 after
a long battle led by disability activists and supportive
Labour politicians including Ruth Dyson as Minister for
Disability Issues. Disabled workers were promised at
least the minimum wage and regular employment conditions including union membership. As an alternative to
employment, day programmes would provide activities
including volunteering. Sheltered workshops had blurred
the distinction between employment and day programmes whereby disabled people had been expected to
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act as employees without the benefits. However, in a
gesture to the sheltered workshop lobby, MWE under the
1983 Minimum Wage Act remained.

pay, less able to work in regular employment. Using that
mindset, employing disabled people is difficult and
resource intensive. So how to tackle such prejudice?

A decade since this legislative change hundreds of MWEs
remain. Regular media portrayals (known as “inspiration
porn” to disability activists) of the new “workshops” show
happy grateful disabled people (mainly with intellectual
or learning disability) working in factories, and parents
who say they are so happy having something to do.
MWEs are never mentioned. These “workers” are likely
still be on a main Supported Living Benefit and with
abatement rates earning very little extra for their long
hours oflabouring at often tedious repetitive work.

Hilary Stace is a researcher and activist on disability
issues with a background as a librarian and historian.
Her 2011 PhD was on autism and public policy.
ENDNOTES
1. All statistics this paragraph from www.stats.govt.nz/news/disabled-people-three-timesless-likely-to-be-in-work.

So what are the answers? The current State Sector Act
review talks about more diversity and inclusion. Will that
mean targets for the employment of disabled workers,
innovative employment support and accountability for
public sector leaders? I hope so but it seems unlikely.
The Mainstream Supported Employment programme is
one long-time successful model which provides some
income subsidies as well as active ongoing personalised
support, and training for both employees and employers
across government departments and agencies. It has
been run down a lot in recent years but could easily be
revived and extended.
The value of paid work over other types of work also
needs critiquing. Jacinda Ardern recently said that she
wants everyone “earning, learning, caring or volunteering,” which is a much more inclusive vision for the
future of work. Perhaps it is time for a Universal Basic
Income. In the meantime, I hope that Statistics New
Zealand revises its disability questions so we have more
accurate data about disability and (un)employment.
Disabled people were regularly locked away in
institutions for much of the twentieth century as a result
of eugenics-based public policy which feared and shamed
disability and disabled people. Remnants of these
attitudes remain in regular social and mainstream media
calls to return to sheltered workshops, in resistance to
removing MWE and assumptions of what “productivity”
looks like. I suspect the real barriers to disability
employment are widespread ableist attitudes or subconscious assumptions that disabled people are less
human, less worthy of employment rights and proper
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The Un(der)employment of Trans People
in New Zealand
Will Hansen
When Georgina Beyer applied for the dole in the 1970s,
she was told, “put your trousers back on and get out there
and work. You’re perfectly capable.” Having come out as
a transsexual woman in 1976, she found that while she
was very capable, rampant transphobia ensured the only
work available was in the sex industry. 1 Fast forward to
2010, and despite a fifteen-year political career (she had
become the world’s first transsexual mayor, and then first
transsexual Member of Parliament, no less), Beyer found
herself applying for the dole once again. Walking into
Work and Income (WINZ), she was distraught. “The
shame was incredible,” she said, “it destroyed a piece of
my soul.” 2 The last time she had visited that office, she
had been escorting the Prime Minister through. Yet, and
“not for want of trying,” post-Parliament, Beyer found
herself alternately unemployed and underemployed.
“And,” she said, “I really can’t pinpoint why.” 3
Unfortunately, Beyer’s situation is not unique, and nor is
it simply a case of the cutthroat life of politics. Beyer’s
un(der)employment post-Parliament reflected something
much more sinister: the transphobia, and more
specifically, the trans-misogyny, inherent in the neoliberal
post-Fordist labour economy. In 2008, the Human Rights
Commission launched an inquiry into anti-trans
discrimination in New Zealand, entitled To Be Who I Am,
which found that equal employment opportunity was one
of the most significant issues facing trans people. 4 One
trans woman in the study had received 147 rejection
letters before gaining a job, and felt “disenfranchised
from the world.” 5 Like Beyer, another noted that it was
“extremely difficult to continue to survive on a benefit
and to retain hope that things will improve significantly
when you have skills and experience but continue to be
denied equal employment opportunities.” 6
Ten years on, and not enough has changed. Un(der)employment is still a significant issue facing the trans
community in New Zealand. 7 Canadian trans scholar
Dan Irving, applies a political economy analysis to trans
identities and politics, and analyses why trans people are
overrepresented amongst the unemployed and low-

paying sectors of the economy. 8 Irving pins this down to
the construction of the trans subject as unemployable
under neoliberalism and post-Fordism, arguing that the
un(der)employment of trans women in particular reveals
how immaterial labour and the construction of “proper
femininity” operate as an affective economy in postFordism. 9 It is therefore important to note that the trans
experience cannot be homogenised; transfeminine
people and transmasculine people face different forms of
discrimination. 10 Though transmasculine people face discrimination for breaking gender norms (oppositional
sexism), Julia Serano explains that their masculinity itself
is not the target of ridicule. 11 On the other hand,
transfeminine people are marginalised not only for
transgressing the gender binary, but also for their
femininity, and therefore face not only oppositional
sexism, but also trans-misogyny. 12 Moreover, transfeminine people tend to be more “visibly” trans than
transmasculine people, and because visually perceiving
someone to be trans is one of the main triggers of
transphobic discrimination and attack, transfeminine
people are disproportionately affected by un(der)employment. 13
Despite this, through interviews with twenty-three trans
women in Ontario, British Columbia, and Washington
State, Irving identified a pervasive silence in their
narratives: none of the women could definitively state
whether or not their un(der)employment was a result of
anti-trans discrimination. He writes that “variations of
the statement: ‘I don’t know but I have a feeling’ prefaced
trans women’s suspicions that visual, auditory and
behavioural evidence of their nonnormative femininity
contributed significantly to their being excluded from, or
marginalised within the formal labour market.” 14 Beyer’s
experience fits neatly with these women; she too
explained that she was “bamboozled” because despite
having “a lot to offer,” employers would often reject her
on the basis that she was simply not “very good on
computers,” To this she responded, “I managed to get
through an entire … 15-year history of politics without
having had a God-dang computer, and now suddenly it’s
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important?” 15 Given that such women are generally not
overtly denied employment because of their transliness,
but only have a feeling about such, challenging potential
employers becomes impossible.
As post-Fordism relies heavily on service relations
(interpersonal relations between worker and consumer)
produced through immaterial labour, and immaterial
labour requires employees to “utilise their hearts, minds,
and souls to produce feelings of passion, belonging,
security, satisfaction and excitement to serve the public,”
feelings become important. 16 Gender and sexuality are key
components of immaterial labour, as service relations are
both produced by and productive of heteronormative and
patriarchal relations. The immaterial labour of evoking
feelings of excitement and belonging in consumers,
while simultaneously allowing them to feel in control, is
relegated to women. 17 Therefore, a woman’s ability to
mould her body and behaviour to reach “proper
femininity,” to produce these emotions, defines her
employability in post-Fordism. 18 This is an affective economy; a dynamic of power wherein emotions “work to
align some subjects with some others and against other
others,” and produce “perceptions, sensations, memories
that are not easily perceptible.” 19 Irving explains that the
failure of trans women to “be able to account fully” for
whether or not their un(der)employment is due to their
gender nonconformity proves how post-Fordist service
relations function as an affective economy. 20 Their feeling
that anti-trans discrimination renders them unemployable should not be dismissed: it reinforces the fact
that emotions play a crucial, if intangible, role in structuring post-Fordist power relations. One interviewee
commented: “we don’t fit the mould ... even if employers
aren’t overtly hostile to trans people ... it can be easy to
kind of pass over [applicants who appear as nonnormatively gendered] because ‘oh, it is just, they
wouldn’t fit in.’” 21 The feelings of these women—of
Beyer, of those in To Be Who I Am, of Irving’s interviewees—cannot be individualised: they are evidence of
how post-Fordism naturalises the transfeminine subject
as unemployable due to their inability to conform to the
specifically cisgender performance of femininity that is
expected ofwomen. 22
Many of Irving’s interviewees explained that physical
attractiveness was a critical part of performing the
expected femininity. 23 Likewise, in To Be Who I Am, one
participant described how she never got to work at the
counter, ordered to remain hidden from public view

stacking shelves, because her manager felt that she wore
too much makeup and it “scare[d] the customers.” 24 The
cost of medically transitioning (such as undergoing facial
feminisation surgery), means that normative standards
of cisgender beauty are not achievable for many
transfeminine people. One interviewee explained that
poverty undermined her ability even to present as
feminine, let alone to transition, and therefore kept her
unemployed:
“how do you go to a job interview and identify as female
if you don’t look like one? So you need the make-up and
you need the clothing ... well, how do you get it? That’s ...
a full-time job just trying to make sure you can secure
that.” 25
Others in To Be Who I Am explained that they did not
want to meet such standards, and wanted to be “visible
without being marginalised.” 26 However, immaterial labour relations blur the lines between “ how one does the
job and who is doing the job,” meaning that there are
certain bodily requirements women must meet in order
to be deemed capable of generating value for capital. 27 As
trans women are rejected as nonnormatively gendered
bodies by employers, they are subsequently “being misrecognised within post-Fordist ‘regimes of value’ as
value-less, and even social contagions that deplete others
ofvalue.” 28
Additionally, Irving’s research participants recognised
that this immaterial labour/expression of femininity
relied not only on women meeting physical standards,
but behavioural ones too: she must not only be
“classically feminine looking,” but also not be overtly
aggressive, commanding or opinionated. 29 Despite having proved herself on a national stage as a very skilled
individual, Beyer is famous in New Zealand not only as
trans, but as an outspoken, opinionated person, and
therefore can never conform to this limiting stereotype;
she is subsequently told she just does not have the “right
skills” for the job. 30 Their inability to perform normative
femininity, by virtue of their being trans/nonnormatively
gendered, legitimises trans women as unemployable
subjects in a post-Fordist system that frames only normative performances of femininity as valuable for capital,
and others as disruptive.
Such naturalised relations have devastating effects: being
deemed nonnormatively gendered, and therefore not
worthy of employment, can lead to significant mental
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health issues, not to mention severe material consequences, such as homelessness. 31 Irving explains that
in neoliberal societies where one is expected to manage
one’s image and is held personally responsible, “social
withdrawal, the exhaustion that accompanies depression,
and the corporeal impact of continuous rejection and
ridicule have the performative effect of legitimising trans
women as worthless and disposable.” 32 Although little
statistical evidence on the mental health of trans people
in New Zealand exists, it is documented that queer
people in general face a significantly higher risk of
suicide and poor mental health compared with other New
Zealanders. 33 It is hardly a stretch to suggest that, given
the legitimation of trans women as “worthless” subjects
in the affective economy of post-Fordism, the statistics
for trans women specifically would be even higher. And
of course, for many trans New Zealanders, transphobia is
not the only issue which they must confront; for
example, takatāpui must also confront the discrimination
and hatred born ofcolonialism and racism. 34
However, trans people are not passive; those with class,
race, and gender privilege in particular can and do
reproduce this post-Fordist ideology. For example, the
trans organisation, Hedesthia, founded in 1972 in Lower
Hutt, consistently fashioned themselves as “decent, normal, and hardworking people,” regarded as “respectable
in the community,” with families and steady jobs. 35 They
were a predominantly white, middle-class group, who
contrasted their “respectability” and worthiness against
those they deemed unworthy; in particular, sex workers
of colour like Beyer. 36 Their tactics are reflective of the
fact that in a neoliberalist state, rights are not the state’s
responsibility to give, but are earned by individuals when
they actively demonstrate their worth. 37 The popular construction in transmasculine communities of trans men
as “self-made men” does similarly, fashioning the transmasculine subject as a worthy citizen because, as a selfmade man, he intrinsically possesses employable characteristics. 38 Male transsexuality is constructed as an
“entrepreneurial project of the self,” their ability to
overcome the struggle of being “born in the wrong body”
positioned as an individual character trait that renders
them productive citizens. 39 Under neoliberalism, “entrepreneurial spirit, ingenuity, physical, emotional, and
spiritual fortitude as well as independence are
(re)constructed as personality characteristics,” and as
“CEOs of ‘Me, Inc.,’” we are responsible for promoting
these characteristics as that which makes us employable. 40 This naturalises power relations whereby those

who are unable to measure up to neoliberal standards—sex workers, some queers, those on the benefit—
are “targeted as immoral, criminal, and uncivil.” 41 If they
cannot overcome the systemic barriers to emulating this
ideal of the worthy neoliberal citizen, they are at severe
risk of homelessness, un(der)employment, discrimination and violence. 42
Chronic un(der)employment is one of the most serious
issues facing trans people in New Zealand, and it is
endemic to post-Fordism. In post-Fordist economies,
members of surplus populations—a category within
which trans people, particularly trans women of colour,
are overrepresented—are diminished as “worthless,
unproductive, unfit, backward, risky, and/or inflexible
and are subsequently blamed for their social and often
literal deaths.” 43 Moreover, the construction of some
trans subjects—generally those who have a degree of
class, gender and race privilege—as employable using
the language of capital only further denigrates the most
marginalised. Rather than attempting to demonstrate
how intrinsically employable the trans subject is, it is
instead critical that more research be undertaken into
how capitalism and neoliberalism shapes trans
experiences in New Zealand, lest the mental health crisis
looming over trans communities grow even worse.
Will Hansen is a post-grad history student at Victoria
University and trustee of the Lesbian and Gay Archives,
whose passion is exploring and understanding New
Zealand’s trans histories.
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Equal Pay Settlement Stories from E Tu Members
Nicole Stewart, Etevise Ioane, Marianne Bishop,
Rasela Mulitala & Paongo Sione Tea-Havili

Nicole Stewart is a Christchurch care and support
worker and an E tū delegate.

“At work it’s better, people are happy that they are on a
decent hourly rate—they feel it’s what we deserve.
At home it’s also good because there is now a sense of
security. I can manage my bills and budget better and
don’t have to worry from pay week to pay week, or if
something comes up like an emergency.
It has motivated us. However, we still get undervalued
and we’re underappreciated and that has been an
ongoing issue. We are expected to do double and work
harder because of the equal pay but we don’t see it that
way as we have waited years and years for this.
Everybody working in rest homes needs to be under the
equal pay settlement. They deserve decent pay no matter
if they are working as a cleaner or in the kitchen. They
work as hard as we do, and the pay difference has caused
division, jealousy and conflict and it should not be like
that.”

Etevise Ioane, Auckland home support worker, E tū
delegate and member organiser.

“Before the settlement, it was very difficult. I was on the
minimum wage, so I was working from 7 in the morning
till 9 at night and still the money coming in didn’t really
pay all the expenses ofthe family.

Now, at least I can save some money I work less, which
gives me quality time with the family, and I can have
personal interests—time to go to the beach, to go
walking, and health wise, it’s much better. I have two
days to reenergise and have a rest, to clean my house, to
do normal things I enjoy doing.
I think because of the equal pay settlement people are
more aware of home support workers and what we do. It
gives us the recognition that we are appreciated and
valued in the community, especially as women, and
respected as well. The only problem is employers are
cutting lots of hours from Level 3 and 4 qualified workers
and employing more workers at the lower paid rates. So
that’s causing a lot of stress and confusion among service
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workers. Some people say they had more money before,
but the thing is they worked longer hours for that.
I was told by an area manager that they preferred to
employ people with no experience and train them
according to the company’s policies—that’s their excuse.
They keep saying there’s no money, they can’t pay Level 4
people.
I’m lucky to be a delegate and a member organiser, so I
understand issues like in-between travel and guaranteed
hours. Despite equal pay and travel payments, you still
have to work to make sure these are implemented
properly because at the moment it’s not happening. They
short-pay people; they cut hours without good reason.
I had a meeting with the area manager—they had a lot of
excuses. They say it’s a new system and they’re
struggling to deal with it. There is still a lot of work to do
and that’s why we encourage our support workers not to
be complacent. It’s still not fully implemented.”

Marianne Bishop, E tū delegate and Wellington aged
care worker.

“In my working life, equal pay has allowed me the ability
to take unpaid time off work because I get more money. I
have time to participate in organisations I belong to, I
help my children out, and retire debt. And now that I
belong to Kiwisaver, it’s allowing me to save more for my

retirement, whereas before, I couldn’t save much
because I was on the minimum wage. So hopefully, I can
retire at 65, not 85!
I think it’s made a big difference. People may not feel
appreciated by their employers, but it’s made a big
difference to their lives and their families.
I think in my work life, it’s actually increased the
pressure because the employers want to work with less
staff because it’s costing them more. I feel more valued
by the government, not employers, because in my mind,
they fought this all the way, and put their money not into
their workers, but into fighting the [equal pay] case and
all we hear from employers is ‘we can’t afford so many
staff because of what it’s costing us.’ So, they’re making
more cuts.
They’re putting it back on staff that places are closing
down because of the settlement, like they’re trying to
reduce the value of the work the union has done. And
they don’t acknowledge the fact that they’re getting a lot
ofmoney from the government.”

Rasela Mulitala E tū delegate, member organiser and
Wellington aged care worker.

“Before the settlement, it was pretty tough. I pretty much
worked double shifts every day. I’d start at 7am and I’d
get home at 11pm. A huge part of my culture is looking
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after my parents, and I had that responsibility and trying
to pay bills as well.
Since the settlement, the higher wages mean I don’t have
to work the long hours anymore—just the normal 30 to
40 hours, which is enough.

Before, when we were on the minimum wage, you didn’t
really get what you wanted for your family. I always made
sure the rent was paid, the children sorted, but there is
still not enough: I couldn’t pay for everything. But now,
we pay the rent, we have some extra money, we have
some saving for the end ofthe year.

I definitely feel more valued. For a long time, we’ve had
residents and their families who’ve told us we do more
than anyone knows. Unless you do this job, you don’t
know what we do. The settlement has recognised carers
in a different way.

We used to come to Christmas and there’s not that much
to cheer up the kids. But from last year they were happy,
they got things. I used to buy their shoes for $10–$20 but
they only last two weeks. Now, I can buy them Nike and
they last—a year and they’ve got the same pair.

But then there’s a down side which is hours getting
slashed. It’s tough for people who’ve been able to pay the
bills but now have had their hours cut back.

It makes us happy at home, we’re a happy family. Before
we are always quiet. We sit there not talking to each
other, sometimes I hide my tears, I don’t want to show it,
because they will say ‘Mum is worried,’ but now I’m
happy and any tears are tears ofjoy.

At the moment we don’t have a collective agreement so
we’re trying to get our nonunion people on board and let
them know what’s happening and the changes coming
up. We need to be collective about this.”

Our workplace is good, but the main thing the girls are
worried about now is (not enough) sick leave (only 5
days). We need our night and weekend allowances back,
it’s very hard to get people to work on the weekend.
I wish that there will be a pay equity settlement for
everyone else as well, so we can all share the same thing.
We need to give them a helping hand, so we can all share
the joys, and we’re all happy. I want everyone else to have
the same feeling we’ve got at the moment, because
they’re union too.”
E tū was launched in October 2015 with the merging of
the Engineering, Printing and Manufacturing Union, the
Service and Food Workers Union and the Flight
Attendants and Related Services Union. As the biggest
private sector union in New Zealand, E tū provides
members with services like workplace representation,
legal advice, a freephone support centre, education on
workrights and a political voice. www.etu.nz.
.

Paongo Sione Tea-Havili, E tū delegate.

“Before pay equity, I used to do my best, but now it’s
making me happy when I do the work, knowing that I’m
getting the benefit of the settlement. I love what I’m
doing. What I’m doing is worth it. When I look at the pay
week now it’s like Christmas day for me, it’s a good week.
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Union Family
Eva Hartshorn-Sanders

I first became interested in workers’ rights when I was at
law school and Jeff Sissons (then an earnest student but
who many of you will know from his role as the former
NZCTU General Counsel) came and spoke to our class
about volunteering as advocates at a relatively new NGO
called the Workers’ Rights Service (WRS). The WRS
operated out of the Wellington People’s Centre and was
originally set up as an offshoot of the Wellington
Community Law Centre—providing advice and initial
stage advocacy (meetings with employers, mediation, and
in some cases the Employment Relations Authority) for
workers who were without access to a union, in the
fallout from the neoliberal reforms and Employment
Contract Act 1991. I volunteered at WRS for several years

as an advocate, and have continued that connection,
training new advocates each year. This experience made
me realise how vulnerable workers are, and how we need
employment law that supports a levelling of the playing
field between employers and workers. One case that
really stands out in my mind is a woman who had
experienced sexual harassment in the workplace. As an
advocate, I was there to raise a personal grievance and to
support her to reach a significant settlement at
mediation. The settlement and apology were recognition
that she did not deserve this treatment and provided her
with financial security to look for alternative work.
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After graduating I went into the public sector, working
on interesting public law projects at the Ministry of
Justice—everything from censorship to alcohol reform to
access to justice and constitutional law projects. Like
many, I wanted to stretch my wings overseas and I was
lucky to be appointed to a senior legislative political role
in the House of Lords, working for the Leader of the
Opposition Baroness Janet Royall of Blaisdon (Jan) and
the Chief Whip (Steve—aka Lord Bassam of Brighton).
This was a critical time in the UK’s history as the
coalition Conservative–Liberal Democrat Government
were newly elected and pushing through austerity
measures to abolish critical public bodies, reducing
funding in public services, removing legal protections,
and cutting legal aid for the most vulnerable. I was there
to help play a key role in pushing back on the worst
excesses, building cross-party alliances and negotiating
amendments that changed government policy. In
between law and politics, I was responsible for building
an online presence for Labour Lords—getting 60–80-yearolds on Twitter (they were hooked) and project-managing
the design ofa website.

organising workshops and events on key issues like paid
parental leave, equal pay, and paid leave for domestic
violence.

I returned to NZ, taking a senior associate role in a NZ
public law firm before working for the NZ Labour Party
on a by-election and writing the brand new Labour
leadership election rules (which were later put into use
with the first Labour leadership election in our history—I
was the deputy returning officer alongside Tim Barnett
the general secretary, advising New Zealand Council and
ensuring that there was a fair process in a highly
politicised environment).

I am incredibly proud of the work that was achieved
through this period—including several significant policy
changes on education and employment policy, and
progressing issues that were important for women. I was
intimately involved in the drafting and campaigning on
Jan Logie’s Domestic Violence Victims’ Protection Bill
over a four-year period. There was a lot of strategy
involved in this long campaign. For example, I worked
with women’s organisations in the Wellington region to
organise a debate with Suzanne Snively’s economic
research on the productivity gains of domestic violence
leave as the focus of the debate. Political parties were
invited to put forward their economic spokesperson to
debate the issues in this report and to answer questions
about what their parties’ policies were. A broad coalition
of supporters was formed, alongside the NZ human
rights commissioner Dr Jackie Blue, unions, NGOs and
businesses. Every legal and media opportunity was used
to promote domestic violence leave as a very viable and
desirable option. This proved to mean a lot of coverage,
given the government reviews and legislation that were
going through Parliament in the same period. Other
public events were held—with guest speakers from
Australia who had progressed domestic violence leave
clauses in their awards system and companies, such as
The Warehouse, who had proactively introduced
domestic violence policies including leave for victims and
offenders.

I then spent almost four and a half years as the national
women’s officer and head office lawyer for PPTA (Post
Primary Principals’ Association)—a job that I loved. It
was varied, exciting work: championing gender equality
in schools and the workplace, campaigning on key
employment issues such as rest and meal breaks and
insecure work, and representing members in meetings
with government departments, Parliament and
disciplinary bodies. I was actively involved in the policy
and strategy of the NZCTU (New Zealand Council of
Trade Unions) as a member of the National Affiliates
Council, NZCTU Legal Group, and as the co-convenor of
the NZCTU Women’s Council. My role as the national
women’s officer involved organising members and
building a strong network throughout New Zealand,
including producing network resources like the PPTA
Women’s Handbook and posters, writing submissions and

Another big challenge through this period at PPTA was
the campaign on paid parental leave. When I first started,
the campaign was in its infancy and the John Key / Bill
English duo had flatly refused to contemplate any
changes. This did not stop women who were determined
to get things done. Working with the bill sponsor, Labour
MP Sue Moroney, and union activists, a broad coalition
was formed with unions, community organisations,
NGOs, women’s organisations and health advocates.
Workshops and campaign activity was held throughout
the country, including postcards (sent freepost to
Parliament) signed with personal messages from
members of the public, workers, teachers, parents. Every
opportunity was taken to raise extending paid parental
leave to 26 weeks—with a focus on the benefits for the
baby (bonding and breastfeeding). Polling started to
show that this was a VERY popular policy with the public
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and with the flood of mail to MPs and lobbying, Sue’s bill
passed its first reading with a majority of MPs supporting
her bill to select committee. Then followed years of
campaigning to get the government to U-turn from “no
increases” to 26 weeks. Each stage of the campaign was
on message to the “ask” that we were making of MPs /
the government in the parliamentary process. Under the
last government, the “26 for babies” campaign achieved
an extension to who was eligible to paid parental leave,
an increase in the amount paid, an extension of the
duration to 18 weeks. The change of government to the
Labour-led coalition meant that we achieved the whole
lot—we now have secured 26 weeks by 2020, enshrined
in law. Further work is underway to ensure that we also
have paid partner’s leave, which has been found to
reduce the gender pay gap in comparable Scandinavian
countries.
Last year, I left this job that I loved to complete a Masters
in International Relations / Security at Sciences Po
University in Paris because I was concerned about the
growing inequality and fragility in the world. I chose
Sciences Po because it is one of the top universities for
studying these subjects and I wanted to gain a broader
(French/European) analysis of the big issues that we
were confronting globally. I was not disappointed. The
richness and diversity of knowledge and experience of
the lecturers—the majority of whom were leading
practitioners in their fields—extended to the students
themselves, who were from all over the world. I was in a
special fast-track Masters through the Paris School of
International Affairs that was for practitioners with work
experience—it had a competitive entry and an intense
workload. What it really meant is that when we were
talking about the causes of the global financial crisis we
had a lecturer who had been in charge of the Bank of
England and working for the regulator talking about the
underlying causes, we had a robust discussion on gender
equality and cultural differences in Tanzania or France or
Australia, we had a woman who advised the UN Security
Council speaking about counterterrorism and a lead
negotiator for the International Red Cross talking about
the emerging need for humanitarian diplomacy and
negotiation training across organisations. The course
helped me to study the underlying causes of fragility, to
see the links between globalisation, human rights and
international security, and to learn about the upcoming
challenges in the world of artificial intelligence, climate
change, and the future ofwork.

Many within the women’s movement talk about
intersectionality. This can be the crossover between
gender and any other variable—like race, age, disability,
or religion. Thinking about it as I write this article, it can
also be skills. We all bring different skills to the table. For
me, campaigning on women’s issues at the PPTA
utilised my legal, political and strategic skills. It meant
that I took an interest in the Order Paper in Parliament,
that I drafted amendments or wrote submissions to
achieve change. In New Zealand, we have campaigned
on progressive policies to ensure workers’ place in the
future of work. But we have an individual and collective
responsibility as unionists to ensure that we are also
open to learning—so that we can bring new skills and
knowledge to the table when advocating and to remain
relevant to the next generation of workers. This was one
of the reasons that I strongly advocated for a skills-based
approach to workshops at the NZCTU Women’s
Conference in 2017. It is not enough for us to simply
report back on what is happening in one campaign or
another, we need to support each other to learn skills that
can be applied to another situation. For example, I ran a
workshop on using the parliamentary process to achieve
change—with the assistance of a former MP (Carol
Beaumont) and then aspiring MP (Kiri Allan), and PPTA
women members. The workshop was not focused on one
policy area but used multiple policy areas to reflect on the
best ways to use the process. We created space for
conference delegates to apply the skills learnt to new
scenarios and concluded with them empowered with
knowledge about what works and the opportunities for
change. Knowledge is power.
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Reviews
But I Changed All That: “First” New Zealand Women

Jane Tolerton (Booklovers Books Wellington NZ, 2018)
Reviewed by Sue Shone
In a colourful celebratory book of New Zealand female
firsts since 1893, historian and author Jane Tolerton
presents an array of formidable women including artists,
writers, musicians, politicians, unionists, sportswomen
and film makers. Varied and absorbing sketches of
remarkable New Zealand women are book-ended by
suffrage campaigner Kate Sheppard and Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern.
In 2018, amid many commemorations of 125 years of
female suffrage, New Zealand’s “gold medal” status has
been much trumpeted. However, Tolerton notes the lag
between the 1893 gaining of female suffrage in New
Zealand, the tardy 1919 attainment of women’s right to
stand for Parliament, and the even later 1933 election of
the first woman MP—Labour’s Elizabeth McCombs.
Contrary to the popular notion that the seat was simply
inherited from her late husband James, we are reminded
of Elizabeth’s many talents and feats, and of the fact that
she eclipsed James’s 1931 margin of just 32 votes with
her 1933 majority of 2600. Further, we are reminded of
the much earlier achievements of Australian women
(who were able to stand for Parliament in 1902) and
Finland’s 1907 election of 19 women just a year after
Finnish women won the right to vote.
Each woman occupies one page with the text beautifully
illustrated by high quality photographs and paintings.
Incidentally, the order in which it is arranged roughly
corresponds to the time of the “first” achievement of each
woman. The book has an extraordinary variety and reach
of characters and begins and ends at a cracking pace.
Apart from first female cabinet minister Mabel Howard,
the first women to represent M āori in Parliament, Iriaka
Ratana, and Whetu Tirikatene-Sullivan, who was the first
woman to give birth while in office (and also
instrumental in the M āori Fisheries settlement and the
establishment of the Waitangi Tribunal) there is a
plethora of women battlers. There are interesting
narratives of Helen Kelly (CTU’s first woman leader),
Chief Justice Sian Elias, Margaret Wilson (first woman
Labour Party president and first female Speaker and
Attorney General). Women from M āori, P ākehā and

Pasifika backgrounds festoon the collection, with pieces
about Celia Lashlie, Ettie Rout (founding editor of The
Maoriland Worker) Mira Szaszy, Elizabeth Yates,
Georgina Beyer, and Rita Angus, among the 68 featured.
Singer Dinah Lee’s words—“But I changed all
that”—provide the book’s title. She was the first New
Zealand woman to have a number one hit overseas, and
overturned her role as a “fill-in girl singer.” Anne Barry,
the first woman firefighter, took her case to the Human
Rights Commission, and talks of forever needing to
prove herself: “I’d run as soon as the siren sounded to lift
the heaviest thing.” Linda Jones, from the Racing Hall of
Fame, and the first licensed female rider in New
Zealand, explained, “All I set out to do was ride in races
alongside anyone, and that meant never giving up.” As
you can probably see from the range above, Tolerton’s
sense of history means this is a broader look at women
and their “firsts” than other writers may have considered.
For example, the filmmaker Merata Mita’s entry ensures
that while celebrating Mita as the first woman filmmaker
(and first M āori filmmaker of a feature), her sometime
partner and co-director Gerd Pohlmann also gets his due
in being one ofthe first filmmakers Mita worked with.
The penultimate page features equal pay champion
Kristine Bartlett and acknowledges her role in changing
the lives of her 55,000 aged-care colleagues. Finally
comes Jacinda Ardern, the first New Zealand Prime
Minister to give birth while in office. Tolerton’s book is
highly readable and has a cinematic stride. She makes it
look easy—with her expertise and rare eye for detail—
and leaves us wanting to discover more about these
splendid New Zealand women. Many of the struggles
continue for today’s New Zealand women and we can
draw strength from learning about others before and
beside us.
If you have material you think we should review, or are
interested in reviewing for us, contact the Reviews Editor
at reviews@lhp.org.nz.
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The struggles of working people have a long and
significant history in Aotearoa New Zealand. The Labour
History Project (formerly the Trade Union History
Project) is an organisation dedicated to researching,
recording, preserving and promoting this working-class
history.
Formed in 1987 and made up of individual and
institutional members, the Labour History Project
organises seminars and conferences (such as the biennial
Rona Bailey Memorial Lecture), publishes the LHP
Bulletin, maintains the Bert Roth Award for Labour
History, and supports a wide range of related projects
(books, research, exhibitions, documentary films, archive
projects and oral histories). The committee of the LHP is
based in Wellington.

Interested in becoming a member? By joining the Labour
History Project you will be supporting the promotion of
working-class history, receive the LHP Bulletin three
times a year, and keep up-to-date with the latest news,
reviews and events. Membership fees are:
Individuals: $30
Institutions: $75
Membership is valid for the financial year 1 April – 31
March. To pay online, our bank account details are:
Labour History Project Inc.
Kiwibank
38 9012 0672630 00
Please include your name and “Sub” as references so that
we can identify your payment, and please email treasurer
@lhp.org.nz when the deposit has been made, including
your contact details. That way we can send you the
Bulletin.
For all other enquires: contact@lhp.org.nz.
www.lhp.org.nz
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